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ABSTRACT 
 Performance in visual tasks improves with attention, and this improvement has 
been shown to stem, in part, from changes in sensory processing. However, the mechanism 
by which attention affects perception remains unclear. Considering that neurons within the 
visual areas are selective for basic image statistics, such as orientation or spatial frequency 
(SF), it is plausible that attention modulates these sensory preferences by altering their so-
called ‘tuning curves’. The goal of this project is to investigate this possibility by measuring 
and comparing the SF tuning curves across a range of attentional states in humans. In 
Experiment 1, a model-driven approach to fMRI analysis was introduced that allows for 
fast and efficient estimation of population spatial frequency tuning (pSFT) for individual 
voxels within human visual cortices. Using this method, I estimated pSFTs within early 
		
viii	
visual cortices of 8 healthy, young adults. Consistent with previous studies, the estimated 
SF optima showed a decline with retinotopic eccentricity. Moreover, my results suggested 
that the bandwidth of pSFT depends on eccentricity, and that populations with lower SF 
peaks possess broader bandwidths. In Experiment 2, I proposed a new visual task, coined 
the Numerosity Judgement Paradigm (NJP), for fine-grained parametric manipulation of 
attentional load. Eight healthy, young adults performed this task in an MRI scanner, and 
the analysis of the BOLD signal indicated that the activity within the putative dorsal 
attention network was precisely modulated as a function of the attentional load of the task. 
In Experiment 3, I used the NJP to modulate attentional load, and exploited the model-
based approach to estimate pSFTs under different attentional states. fMRI results of 9 
healthy, young adults did not reveal any changes in either peak or the bandwidth of the 
pSFTs with attentional load. This study yields a full visuocortical map of spatial frequency 
sensitivity and introduces a new paradigm for modulating attentional load. Although under 
this paradigm I did not find any changes in SF preferences within human visual areas with 
attentional load, I cannot preclude the possibility that changes emerge under different 
attentional manipulations.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Attention plays an essential role in enhancing performance in a variety of tasks, 
including texture segmentation and visual search (Carrasco & McElree, 2001; Carrasco & 
Yeshurun, 1998; Prinzmetal et al., 1986; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 2000). Although evidence 
suggests that this improvement occurs in the perceptual stage, and does not stem from an 
augmented judgment at the decisional level (Carrasco et al., 2004), the mechanisms by 
which attention affects sensory perception remain unclear.  
How does attention enhance how we see? Having the knowledge that neurons 
within the visual area are selective to different basic image statistics, such as orientation 
(De Valois et al., 1982a) or spatial frequency (SF) (De Valois et al., 1982b), one of the 
proposed hypotheses is that spatial attention improves perceptual discriminability by 
augmenting properties of these low-level features. Paying attention to a specific location 
may change the response properties of neurons with receptive fields lying at that attended 
location. Indeed, studies of orientation selectivity of neurons within striate and extrastriate 
areas have shown that attention can modulate sensory selectivity of neurons in non-human 
primates (McAdams & Maunsell, 1999; Motter, 1993). However, whether or not this 
modulatory effect of attention on sensory tuning functions exists in human as well has 
remained unexamined. However, psychophysical experiments that have demonstrated that 
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attention causes an increase in perceived contrast (Carrasco et al., 2004) and spatial 
frequency (Gobell & Carrasco, 2005) support this hypothesis. 
In this thesis, my aim is to understand the role that attention plays in affecting one 
of the fundamental building block features in early visual cortex: spatial frequency (SF). 
To do so, one should make a comparison between the voxel-wise SF tuning curves across 
different attentional conditions. However, existing methods fail to capture SF tuning curves 
at a voxel level. Although SF preferences within the human visual area have been studied 
to some extent before (Henrikson et al. 2008, Sasaki et al., 2001, Farivar et al., 2017), the 
entire SF tuning curve at a voxel-wise level has remained out of reach, mostly due to 
technical difficulties. Thus, the first part of this dissertation is dedicated to developing a 
computationally based analysis method for estimating the voxel-wise SF tuning curves in 
human with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Using this method, I measure 
the SF curves experimentally and reveal properties of SF organization across human visual 
cortex.  
To examine how attention affects SF tuning in humans, a method for finely 
manipulating attentional level is necessary. It is entirely possible that any potential changes 
in SF tunings transpire only across a certain band of the attentional spectrum. To have a 
full picture of the changes that occur between minimal and maximal attentional states, we 
need to develop a task with the potential to change attentional load in finer-grained steps. 
However, existing attentional tasks primarily manipulate attention at a fairly coarse grain, 
mostly manipulating attention between two modes of difficulty (easy vs. hard), or just two 
attentional states (attended vs. unattended (Pinsk et al., 2004; Rees et al., 1997; Schwartz 
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et al., 2005). For this reason, the second part of this thesis is focused on designing and 
testing a novel, parametric manipulation of attention. Contrary to previous studies that have 
used cognitive tasks with difficulty levels that are often hard to quantify, the task we 
introduce in the third chapter of this thesis will be constructed to allow variations in 
attentional load across multiple fine-grained stages, which can be ranked quantitatively.  
We utilize the attentional task introduced in Chapter 3, in conjunction with the 
proposed SF tuning analysis method in Chapter 2, to investigate the effect of attention on 
SF perception. There is evidences for a change in the perceived spatial resolution of a 
stimulus with covert attention (Barbot & Carrasco, 2017; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998, 
1999), and one possible explanation for these changes is that characteristics of the SF 
tunings change with attention; neural SF preference or the bandwidth of their selectivity 
for SF undergoes some changes when attention is directed toward their receptive fields. 
Indeed, a handful of previous work has found evidence in support for this possibility in the 
case of orientation processing (Haenny et al., 1988; Spitzer et al., 1988). To explore the 
hypothesis that attention alters the spatial frequency tuning properties of human visual 
cortex, in the fourth Chapter, I use fMRI to estimate SF tuning curves under different 
attentional loads.  
 
The three experiments mentioned above are organized as follow in this thesis:  
In Chapter 2, I detail a novel generative model-based approach for estimating the 
population spatial frequency tuning (pSFT) function in human visual cortex. Investigation 
of the pSFTs estimated with this method and the retinotopic preferences of the voxels 
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confirm the previously-reported decline of the most preferred SF of a voxel, as a function 
of eccentricity. Moreover, using this method, we reveal new insights regarding SF 
selectivity within the human visual areas. For instance, SF selectivity appears to increase 
with visual eccentricity, and there is an inverse relationship between the SF selectivity of 
a voxel, and its SF sensitivity.  In Chapter 3, I introduce a new attentional task we coin the 
Numerosity Judgment Paradigm (NJP), which can change attentional states in a graded 
manner, with finer resolution compared to previous attentional tasks. Parametric changes 
of the activity within the dorsal attentional network with the attentional load of the NJP 
task suggests that the NJP can effectively modulate the attentional state. Finally, in Chapter 
4 I take advantage of the NJP task to measure pSFTs under different attentional loads. 
Comparison of the features of the pSFTs across these attentional states does not show any 
effect of attention on SF tuning curves in early visual cortex. However, as I will discuss in 
Chapter 5, this does not completely rule out the possibility that attention alters SF 
preferences in visual cortex; it may be that these changes may still emerge with other 
attentional manipulations. Chapter 5 closes with a summary of the major findings of the 
thesis, and possible directions for future research. 
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2  POPULATION SPATIAL FREQUENCY TUNING IN HUMAN VISUAL 
AREAS  
2.1 Introduction 
The initial stages of visual perception are constructed from a handful of building blocks 
residing within early visual cortex, including spatial frequency (SF; Watanabe et al., 1968; 
Wilson et al., 1983). Spatial frequency sensitivity plays a crucial role in determining the 
degree to which a neural population can discern the spatial scale of information processed 
within a visual scene. For instance, neural populations that prefer low spatial frequency 
content can detect coarse luminance variations, but are blind to fine details. Recordings 
from visual cortices in non-human primates have typically found band-pass selectivity, 
wherein a visuocortical neuron displays peak sensitivity for a particular SF, which is 
narrowly tuned to a range of neighboring frequencies. The neuronal response to frequencies 
lower or higher than the peaked preference, however, drops off rapidly (Campbell et al., 
1969; De Valois et al., 1982b; Movshon et al., 1978b).  
Spatial frequency preferences in animal V1 indicate coarse structural organization, 
wherein the distribution of spatial frequencies changes continuously across primary visual 
cortex (Everson et al., 1998; Issa et al., 2000). Although neurons with receptive fields 
corresponding to the same visual eccentricity tend to exhibit a wide range of SF 
sensitivities, the overall distribution of SF tuning preferences gradually shift toward lower 
SFs as a function of eccentricity (Sasaki et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2010). In 
addition to this retinotopically-organized drop-off in spatial frequency with eccentricity, 
systematic variations of the peak preference have been observed across the visuocortical 
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hierarchy, as well. The mean peak SF preference at a particular eccentricity is roughly one 
third of the SF preference found in the preceding visual area along the visuocortical 
hierarchy (Foster et al., 1985; Issa et al., 2000; Movshon et al., 1978b). Interestingly, the 
bandwidth of spatial frequency tuning appears to change as well, with electrophysiological 
recordings in cat V1 revealing an inversely proportional relation between peak and 
bandwidth of spatial frequency tuning, wherein neurons with preferences for higher spatial 
frequencies tend to have narrower bandwidths (DeValois et al., 1982).  
To investigate the retinotopic organization of spatial frequency tuning in humans, a 
handful of studies have used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). From a 
methodological point of view these studies can be categorized into two groups: phase-
encoding and stimulus-blocked designs. The phase-encoding approach is advantageous 
because it allows the peak spatial frequency tuning to be efficiently estimated for every 
individual voxel. Results using this approach are consistent with animal studies, replicating 
the negative correlation between peak SF preference and eccentricity (Sasaki et al., 2001). 
Although methodologically efficient, this approach is incapable of estimating the entire 
shape of the tuning curve for every voxel. Alternatively, other studies have employed 
conventional stimulus-blocked designs to estimate the shape of the tuning curve. Based 
upon these results, neural populations have been shown to act as simple linear filters, 
ranging from band-pass filters within V1 up to low-pass filters in V5 (Henriksson et al., 
2008; Singh et al., 2000). In addition, similar to previous animal studies, the peak of the 
estimated tuning for V2 is less than that of V1, and the same is true for V3 relative to V2. 
Although blocked design studies have estimated the overall tuning function for certain 
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visual areas, the estimation of the tuning curve per voxel requires the use of a large set of 
stimuli in order to attain enough statistical power, which becomes much less feasible when 
considering time constraints.  
In this study, I set out to circumvent the aforementioned methodological limitations 
by proposing an alternative, model-based fMRI analysis approach (Dumoulin & Wandell, 
2008; Kay et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2018), which allows for the fast and efficient estimation 
of population spatial frequency tuning (pSFT) functions, at a voxel-wise level. The result 
of employing this novel technique is a rich and reliable measurement of spatial frequency 
tuning, both within and across early visual areas, allowing us to better examine the 
organization of spatial frequency selectivity in humans. 
 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Participants 
Eight subjects (3 female, median age = 28) participated in the study. Participants had 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and gave written informed consent to participate. 
The study was approved by the Boston University Institutional Review Board.  
2.2.2 Stimuli and Procedures 
Across each scan, participants viewed a set of stimuli that varied in spatial frequency 
content, ranging from a low 0.5 cycles per degree (cpd), to a high 12 cpd. Specifically, 
each stimulus was generated by filtering uniformly distributed noise with a narrow band-
pass filter. The central SF of the band-pass filter (filter fixed-width: 0.1 cpd) spanned 
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between 0.5 and 12 cpd, sampled at 40 logarithmically spaced frequencies (Figure 2-1A).  For each central SF, 10 different versions were generated, each from a different 
initial noise distribution. The stimuli had a Michelson contrast of 90%, and were presented 
as a large annulus around fixation (outer diameter: 19.6°; inner diameter: 0.32°). A fixation 
point was displayed at the center of the display, throughout the experiment (diameter of 
0.1°). To promote fixation, the fixation point’s color changed pseudo-randomly on average 
every 4.5 seconds, and participants reported via key press the detection of these changes. 
All visual stimuli were generated using MATLAB (R2013a) in conjunction with the 
Psychophysics Toolbox-3 (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007; Pelli, 1997).  All stimuli 
were displayed using a linearized VPixx PROPixx projector (maximum luminance: 389 
cd/m2). 
During each run, participants maintained their gaze on a fixation point at the center 
of the display, detecting the color change of the fixation dot. Simultaneously, a set of 
stimuli with varying spatial frequency content was displayed in the periphery. The 
peripheral stimulus changed continuously with a temporal frequency of 10Hz; however, 
the spatial frequency was updated in-synch with the scan sequence repetition time (TR = 
1000ms, 1 Hz) (Figure 2-1B). Considering that neurons’ preferences for spatial frequency 
have been reported to be independent of the temporal frequency (Foster et al., 1985), 
smooth transition between the stimuli and the memory usage of the stimuli set were the 
basis for choosing the temporal frequency; 10Hz seemed to be a good enough trade-off 
between these two parameters. Each spatial frequency from my selected set was presented 
six times during a run, and the order of presenting the frequencies was determined in a 
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pseudo-random manner. Presentation of the stimuli started and also ended with a 10-
second blank fixation period. Each participant completed a total number of 14 runs. 
2.2.3 fMRI Acquisition and Analysis 
All MRI data was collected on a Siemens 3T Prisma scanner using a 64-channel head coil. 
Responses to the varying spatial frequencies were measured during one two-hour session, 
and population receptive fields (pRF) were mapped during a separate session. In both 
sessions, BOLD activity was measured with simultaneous multi-slice (multi-band factor: 
3) echoplanar T2*-weighted imaging (Moeller et al., 2010; J. Xu et al., 2013) with a field 
of view oriented perpendicular to the calcarine sulcus (2mm3; TR =1000ms; TE=35.40ms; 
FA=64°; FOV= 136*136*72mm). At the beginning of the main experiment, a T1-weighted 
anatomical volume with the same positioning as the functional runs was acquired 
(MPRAGE; 2mm3; TR=2530msec; TE=1.35msec; FA=7 ° ; FOV=136*136*72mm). I 
registered the functional-matched T1 volume to a high-resolution reference anatomical T1-
weighted whole-brain volume (MPRAGE; 1mm3; TR=2200ms; TE=1.54ms; FA=7 ° ; 
FOV=256*256*256mm) acquired during a separate session. For each subject, this allowed 
me to align all the functional runs with the high-resolution anatomical volume, using an 
automated robust image registration algorithm (Nestares & Heeger, 2000). The mrTools 
neuroimaging analysis package (http://gru.stanford.edu/mrTools) was used to perform 
registration and standard preprocessing steps including motion correction, linear 
detrending, and applying a temporal high-pass filter (0.01 Hz). Before concatenating all 
times series across runs for each subject in preparation for the modeling fitting procedure, 
the within-run percent signal change for each voxel was computed by dividing the BOLD 
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signal during each run by the mean. Additional data analyses were then carried out using 
custom code written in MATLAB. 
I used population receptive field mapping (pRF) to delineate regions of interest (ROIs) V1–
V3. The maps were acquired using standard techniques and stimuli (Dumoulin & Wandell, 
2008; Kay et al., 2013), and data analysis was performed using the analyzePRF MATLAB 
toolbox (Kay et al., 2013). Only voxels lying within the occipital region were included in 
the pRF analysis, which were identified using an occipital lobe label generated from an 
atlas based upon intrinsic functional connectivity (Yeo et al., 2011). 
The investigation of the spatial frequency preference dependency upon the preferred visual 
field position required having the parameters of both the pSFT and pRF analyses in 
alignment for each voxel. I used Freesurfer’s boundary-based registration (Greve & Fischl, 
2009) to bring the pRF analysis results into the pSFT functional session space. Then, by 
taking advantage of the capacity of mrTools to register individual functional runs to each 
other, while maintaining voxel-to-voxel correspondence across different runs, I was able 
to extract BOLD responses of functional runs and the estimated pRF parameters for the 
same voxels across all ROIs. 
2.2.4 Population Spatial Frequency Tuning Modeling and Estimation 
Our modeling approach assumed a linear relation between the neural response and the 
BOLD response (Birn et al., 2001; Boynton et al., 1996; Hansen et al, 2004), allowing the 
concatenated BOLD response time series to be predicted by convolving the estimated 
population responses to the spatial frequencies of the stimuli that were presented, with a 
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hemodynamic impulse response function (HIRF). In this study, I estimated the population 
spatial frequency tuning (pSFT) using a Gaussian function, for which the precise shape 
parameters are unknown (Farivar et al., 2017; Henriksson et al., 2008). With this assumed 
underlying model, I was able to synthesize an estimated BOLD response time series given 
the set of spatial frequency-varying stimuli presented in my imaging experiment. Since I 
was interested in assessing the unknown parameters in my pSFT model (preference and 
bandwidth) for each voxel, the synthesized time series from my pSFT estimates were 
iteratively fit to the measured BOLD response time series using a grid search to find the 
Gaussian model parameters that best aligned my synthesized and measured BOLD 
responses. I estimated the most accurate pSFT per voxel, by assuming a hypothetical model 
for the pSFT, and forcing its unknown parameters toward values that would result in the 
best fit between the synthesized and actual responses, given the examined spatial 
frequencies (Figure 2-2). Specifically, I assumed that the neural response to many different 
spatial frequencies is best captured by a log Gaussian distribution (Equation 1), expressed 
as: 
 
𝑅(𝑓) = 𝑒(	(*+,	(-).*+,	(/))0010  (1), 
 
with two unknown parameters: 𝜇 represents the peak, and 𝜎 is the standard deviation (std) 
that determines the spatial frequency tuning bandwidth. To find the parameters that best 
characterize the spatial frequency preferences of a voxel, I treated the BOLD signal as the 
product of a linear system (Boynton et al., 1996; Cohen, 1997; Friston, Jezzard, & Turner, 
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1994). This assumption allowed me to synthesize the BOLD response to the time series of 
spatial frequencies, (𝑓(𝑡) ), that were presented to subjects. The synthesized BOLD 
response B(𝑡) is expressed as, 
 B(𝑡) = 𝐵7 + 𝛽 ⋅ 𝑅;𝑓(𝑡)< ∗ ℎ(𝑡)	  (2), 
 
which is the product of the convolution of the neural response to the spatial frequencies, 𝑅;𝑓(𝑡)< with the HIRF, ℎ(𝑡). The other two parameters, 𝐵7, the baseline value, and 𝛽, the 
scaling factor, represent the changes in the baseline and scaling coefficient for the BOLD 
signal, respectively. Following the convention in neuroimaging analysis, both of these 
parameters were estimated using a general linear model (GLM) (Dumoulin & Wandell, 
2008). To model the HIRF, I used a simple Gamma function (Boynton et al. 1996):  
 
ℎ(𝑡) = (? @A )(B.C)D.(E FA )@(G(H)!         (3) 
 
In the equation, 𝑡 is again time, 𝑛 is the phase delay fixed at a value of 3, and the time 
constant τ  was set to 1.08. Moreover, in synthesizing the BOLD response, the delay 
between the stimulus onset and the fMRI response was fixed at 2.05 seconds (Boynton et 
al., 1996). This model of the HIRF was selected over the 2-gamma HIRF (Glover G.H., 
1999) mainly due to its simplicity. Reanalysis of the data with a 2-gamma function did not 
result in any substantial improvements nor changes in the qualitative pattern of results.  
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The coefficient of determination, 𝑅L, between the synthesized signal, B(𝑡), and the 
real measured BOLD was used as a goodness-of-fit index. The two pSFT parameters, peak 
and bandwidth, that produced the highest 𝑅L  value yielded the optimal set of pSFT 
parameters. To find the optimal parameters that maximized the 𝑅L , I used exhaustive 
search. A grid comprised of the combination of 400 points for 𝜇, and 400 points for 𝜎 was 
used to search the peak-std space for optimal parameters. The 𝜇  values were 
logarithmically spaced between 0.009 and 6, and the 𝜎 values were equally spaced between 
0.1 and 1. To exclude the estimations that tended toward the limits, in the final analysis, 
only voxels with peaks between 0.01 and 5, and bandwidths between 0.2 and 0.9 were 
included. 
2.2.5 Voxel Selection 
Considering the size of the stimuli, only voxels with pRF centers falling within the 
eccentricity range of 0.16°–9.8° were included in the final analyses. Moreover, voxels with 
poor fits in either the pRF or pSFT analyses were excluded. An 𝑅L of 10% was set as the 
lowest acceptable goodness of fit for the pRF analysis. To set a threshold for the pSFT 
analysis, I carried out a permutation test, wherein sampling without replacement was used 
to shuffle the order of presented frequencies, generating a null distribution. The 95th 
percentile of the 𝑅L  of these estimates, across each cortical region, was calculated per 
subject, and finally the average of this value across all the subjects was set as the threshold 
for selecting voxels within that cortical area. Using this criterion guaranteed that the 
probability of including voxels that were not selective for SF in the final analysis of the SF 
preferences was less than 5%. Mean percentages of voxels that survived the thresholds in 
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V1, V2, and V3 across subjects were 78%, 87%, and 47%, respectively. After removing 
fits with parameters outside the desired range (mentioned in the previous section), the mean 
number of voxels across subjects that were included in the analysis in V1, V2, and V3, in 
order, reduced to 409, 355, and 223. 
2.3 Results 
To evaluate population spatial frequency tuning (pSFT) profiles, I deployed a generative 
model-based analysis (Dumoulin & Wandell, 2008; Harvey et al., 2013; Kay et al., 2008; 
Zhou et al., 2018), which allowed me to fit BOLD time series data with assumed underlying 
tuning parameters (detailed in Methods). I modeled the pSFT function as log Gaussian, 
with two primary unknown parameters: 1) mean, the peak spatial frequency preference, 
and 2) the standard deviation, that affects the selectivity bandwidth. Considering that the 
profiles of the measured spatial frequency tuning functions of striate cells as a function of 
SF in logarithmic scale resemble Gaussian functions when plotted in logarithmic SF scale 
(Campbell et al., 1969; De Valois et al., 1982b), a logical candidate for modeling the pSFTs 
were the log Gaussian function. Moreover, gaussian models have previously been used in 
neuroimaging studies to characterize spatial frequency tuning (Henriksson et al., 2008, 
Farivar et al., 2017), and the log Gaussian function fitted my data better in comparison to 
a linear Gaussian (One-tailed t-test of the difference of the medians of the R2 values; 
p<0.05 for V1-V2). The model-based analysis involved iteratively fitting the BOLD time 
series data by changing the parameters of an assumed underlying model, in order to predict 
the best input/output relationship between the spatial frequency presented at a given 
moment and neural response. For any given sequence of spatial frequencies presented to 
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an observer in a scan, the modeled neural response is transformed into a simulated BOLD 
response through convolution with an assumed hemodynamic impulse response function. 
The parameters (peak and std) that maximized the 𝑅L of this fit were taken to be the final 
estimates for the pSFT of that particular voxel. Note that while the assumption of linearity 
between neural and BOLD response fails in certain regimes, the linearity approximation 
holds across quite a large range of conditions (Boynton et al., 1996, Birn et al., 2001, 
Hansen et al., 2004). 
 
After estimation of the parameters, I first set out to qualitatively assess the 
organization of the estimated pSFT peaks across the visual field (Figure 2-3), using voxel-
based retinotopic preferences derived from independent pRF mapping, per participant. 
Doing so revealed systematic changes in the peak spatial frequency selectivity with 
eccentricity. Consistent with previous reports (Henriksson et al., 2008; Hess et al., 2009; 
Sasaki et al., 2001), voxels with retinotopic preferences closest to the foveal confluence 
were selective for higher spatial frequencies, and this peak preference dropped off as a 
function of eccentricity. To focus on the eccentricity-based effects, in subsequent analyses 
I collapsed my results across polar angles (Figure 2-4A). This decline in peak spatial 
frequency preference with eccentricity emerged across all participants, and across visual 
areas V1–V3 (Figure 2-4B).  
To quantify the precise nature of the relationship between eccentricity and peak 
spatial frequency preference, I fit the binned data with three candidate models proposed by 
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previous work: Linear, Hinged line, and a Multiplicative Inverse Function. The three 
models that were fit on the mean peaks within eccentricity bins, are expressed as, 
 𝜇 = 𝐴 ⋅ 𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛 + 	𝐵     (4) Linear 𝜇 = 	𝐴 𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛A + 	𝐵     (5) Multiplicative Inverse (M-Inverse) 𝜇 = O 𝐵																																												𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛 < 𝐴	𝐵 + (𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛 − 𝐴) ⋅ 𝐶									𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛 ≥ 𝐴  (6) Hinged Line (H-Line) 
 
where 𝜇 is the peak, 𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛 is the eccentricity and A-C are the unknown parameters, 
estimated separately for each function. 
 
While a linear relationship has some support by Hess et al. (2009) and D’Souza et 
al., (2016), a hinged line relationship has been proposed as a plausible model, as well. 
Indeed, the hinged line has been used for describing the relationship between eccentricity 
and RF size in the past (Freeman & Simoncelli, 2011). Moreover, this relationship between 
receptive field size and spatial frequency preference has been recently proposed as the 
central assumption behind the proposed single-unit receptive field (suRF) procedure 
(Keliris et al., 2019). To test the assumption that pRF size and spatial frequency sensitivity 
are related, I included this as candidate for modeling the eccentricity-spatial frequency 
sensitivity relationship, as well. This assumption is based on findings in simple cell 
recordings (Cleland et al., 1979; Enroth-Cugell & Freeman, 1987). However, it is worth 
noting that evidence suggests that complex cells may diverge from this rule (Movshon et 
al., 1978a), and the existence of such relationship has been debated (Welbourne et al., 
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2018). Considering that there is evidence in favor of both possibilities, and I have 
measurements of both spatial frequency and pRF eccentricities acquired directly during an 
imaging session, I was able to test the possibility of a hinged line relationship in humans.  
Alternatively, a multiplicative inverse function has been used as an approximation 
of the cortical magnification factor that changes along with visual eccentricity (Harvey & 
Dumoulin, 2011). The relationship between visual field coordinates and the corresponding 
retinotopic location of the representation across the early visual cortex has been shown to 
be well described by a complex logarithm function (Schwartz, 1977), the derivative of 
which is approximated by multiplicative inverse function (Schira et al., 2007). Although it 
has been argued that the exact magnification is not polar-invariant, this relationship is 
claimed to be a valid first order approximation (Schira et al., 2010). In order to determine 
which model provided the best and simplest description of my results, I compared the AICc 
(Corrected Akaike’s Information Criterion) values of each model fit, which is a corrected 
variant that better accounts for a lower sample size (Tsai & Hurvich, 1989). The AICc 
values for each model were transformed into the ∆AICc values, which are simply the 
differences in AICc values between a candidate model, and the minimum AICc across the 
three models (Burnham, Anderson, 2002). The closer a ∆AICc is to zero, the better that 
model is believed to account for the data relative to the other candidate models. Figure 2-5 
is the mean ∆AICc value across subjects, indicating that across V1–V3, the lowest AICc 
value supports a multiplicative inverse relationship, wherein peak spatial frequency 
preference is the reciprocal of eccentricity (For individual subjects’ fits, refer to the 
Supplementary Materials). On a log-log scale, this manifests as a linear relationship 
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between peak and eccentricity, from which I could then derive a parsimonious 
quantification of the drop-off with eccentricity (slope), and the peak spatial frequency 
tuning at the innermost eccentricity (intercept). Turning first to the slope estimates, the 
means of the fitted lines across subjects for V1 to V3 were respectively -0.49 (SE=0.04), -
0.37 (SE=0.05), and -0.44 (SE=0.08), with all slopes being significantly negative (p<0.001 
for all regions) (Figure 2-4 C). Despite a decrease in the overall spatial frequency 
preference from V1 to V3, the rate of drop-off in preference was preserved across visual 
areas, with no significant differences in slope found between areas (one-way ANOVA, FL,LH= 1.05, p=0.37). However, the intercept parameter, which served as a proxy for the 
peak preference at the innermost eccentricity, varied significantly across areas (one-way 
ANOVA,	FL,LH= 3.93, p=0.04) (Figure 2-4D). A post-hoc Tukey test indicated that the 
differences were primarily between V1 and extrastriate visual areas (significant between 
V1 and V3, p=0.045, close to significant in V1 vs. V2, p=0.086). I converted the intercept 
back to spatial frequency by taking the exponential of the intercept, as this indicates the 
maximal SF represented within each of our cortical ROIs, and found the highest value in 
V1 (1.99 cpd, SE=0.10), which drops down in V2 (1.60 cpd, SE=0.09), and V3 (1.55 cpd, 
SE=0.16). 
Psychophysical and neurophysiological studies suggest that perceptual sensitivity 
is impacted not only by eccentricity, but by anisotropies in perceptual sensitivity across 
polar angle, as well (Carrasco et al., 2001; Carrasco et al., 2002; Levine & McAnany, 2005; 
Karim & Kojima, 2010; Rijsdijk et al., 1980). Discriminating stimuli that differ in hue, 
motion, or contrast improves when stimuli appear on the lower part of the visual field 
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(vertical meridian asymmetry) (Levine & McAnany, 2005). Moreover, better accuracy and 
reaction times in Landolt square resolution task have been reported for horizontal meridian 
in comparison with the vertical meridian (horizontal vertical asymmetry) (Carrasco et al., 
2002). To examine whether my estimated pSFTs reveal non-uniformities across the visual 
field, I leveraged pRF mapping to split the visual field into sections (Silva et al., 2018), 
allowing me to simply test for differences in the pSFT parameters between sets of 
quadrants of the visual field. The quadrants were comprised of 90° wedges above, below, 
left and right of fixation. In addition, the eccentricity range was divided into 10 equally 
spaced bins. Figure 2-6 shows the mean of the pSFT peaks lying within these eccentricity 
bins, for different sets of quadrants. Consistent with the reported horizontal vertical 
asymmetry in psychophysical studies mentioned before, in V1, the peak in horizontal 
meridian quadrants is higher than the vertical meridian quadrants. Moreover, lower and left 
fields were slightly higher in SF preference, compared to the upper and right fields, 
respectively. Similar to Silva et al., 2018, I found differences in the mean peak within each 
bin, between the two opposing quadrants for every subject, and then carried out a two-
tailed, one-sample t-test on these differences combined across subjects. For each subject, 
only bins that had at least one voxel within each of the two quadrants were included in the 
analysis. Differences were significant in V1 between horizontal and vertical meridian 
quadrants (V1: t(74) = 5.06, p < 0.001; V2: t(76) = -0.42, p = 0.67; V3: t(68) = -1.89, p = 
0.06), as well as upper vs. lower (V1: t(61) = -3.86, p < 0.001; V2: t(63) = -2.32, p = 0.02; 
V3: t(51) = 0.01, p = 1.00), and right vs. left (V1: t(77) = -3.67, p < 0.001; V2: t(73) = 0.48, 
p = 0.63; V3: t(64) = 1.05, p = 0.30). Except for the difference between upper and lower 
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quadrants in V2, which primarily emerged in the periphery (Figure 2-6), I did not find 
meaningful differences in V2 and V3.  
To investigate voxel-wise SF selectivity, I first used the estimated parameters to 
calculate the pSFT bandwidths in octaves, following convention used in previous 
neurophysiological studies (De Valois et al., 1982b; Movshon et al., 1978b). Specifically, 
the bandwidth in octave unit is defined as the log transform of the ratio of the SFs at half-
amplitude. Figure 2-7 illustrates the retinotopic organization of these bandwidth estimates. 
I observed a modest increase in the estimated bandwidth of tuning in parafoveal regions, 
compared to foveal regions, especially in V1. To quantify the relationship between 
eccentricity and tuning bandwidth, I collapsed the data across polar angle (Figure 2-8A). 
When dividing the data into equal sized eccentricity bins and examining the average tuning 
bandwidth as a function of eccentricity across subjects, a positive trend in V1-V3 was 
found (Figure 2-8B), with the correlation coefficients significantly greater than zero in all 
three areas of V1 (t(7) = 8.31, p < 0.001), V2 (t(7) = 5.84, p < 0.001), and V3 (t(7) = 5.14, 
p = 0.001) (Figure 2-8C).  
To test for visual field anisotropies in SF tuning bandwidth, I conducted the same 
analysis previously described for the peak. The changes of bandwidth with eccentricity for 
different quadrants are plotted in Figure 2-9. The statistical tests indicated significant 
differences between right and left quadrants in both V2 and V3 (V1: t(77) = -1.59, p = 0.12; 
V2: t(73) = -2.14, p = 0.04; V3: t(64) = -2.86, p = 0.01). However, there was no difference 
between horizontal and vertical quadrants (V1: t(74) = -1.21, p = 0.23; V2: t(76) = 1.22, p 
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= 0.23; V3: t(68) = 0.29, p = 0.77), nor between the upper and lower (V1: t(61) = 1.94, p 
= 0.06; V2: t(63) = -0.06, p = 0.96; V3: t(51) = -0.24, p = 0.81). 
What relationship, if any, is there between pSFT peak preference and the 
corresponding bandwidth in human visual cortex? To examine this, I carried out a voxel-
wise correlational analysis between these two parameters, and found a clear decline in 
bandwidth for voxels that prefer higher spatial frequencies (Figure 2-10A). Across all 
subjects, the negative correlation coefficients for pSFT bandwidth and pSFT peak proved 
significantly different from zero across all ROIs (V1: t(7) = -10.05, p < 0.001; V2: t(7) = -
2.72, p = 0.03; V3: t(7) = -4.43, p = 0.003) (Figure 2-10B). To the best of my knowledge, 
this is the first report of an inverse relationship between spatial frequency preference and 
bandwidth (in octave units) within human visual cortex; an observation made possible by 
employing the model-based analysis approach. 	
2.4 Discussion 	
 Estimation of voxel-wise spatial frequency tuning within human visual cortices has 
been proven difficult primarily due to methodological constraints –the variety and number 
of measurements necessary in order to fully capture a spatial frequency tuning function 
using traditional imaging approaches would be unreasonably time consuming. To 
circumvent this obstacle, a computational approach was devised and paired with fMRI that 
allowed me to estimate the preference and shape of population spatial frequency tuning 
(pSFT), at a voxel-wise level. This generative model-driven analytic approach has the 
advantage that it allows for much more flexible and dynamic experimental designs, with 
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event presentations and timing that would not be feasible when using conventional imaging 
designs (i.e. phase-encoding or stimulus-blocked designs). Here, I applied this novel 
approach to assess BOLD responses to the presentation of stimuli that rapidly changed in 
spatial frequency, in order to estimate pSFT functions across early visual cortex. Based on 
prior studies, I assumed that the pSFT took on the properties akin to a band-pass filter, with 
the pSFT for any particular voxel characterized by two key parameters: peak spatial 
frequency and bandwidth. With this approach, I was then able to thoroughly investigate 
the dependency of spatial frequency preferences on retinotopy, examining the precise 
relationship between voxel-wise spatial frequency preference and bandwidth, as well as its 
relation to the eccentricity of voxel-wise receptive field properties. My results support 
previously reported declines in the peak SF with eccentricity in all visual areas (DeValois 
et al., 1982, Campbell et al., 1969, Movshon et al., 1978b). Interestingly, my findings 
suggest that the rate of peak spatial frequency decline is comparable across V1–V3. 
However, V1 appears distinct from extrastriate cortex in some domains, with the peak SF 
at the innermost eccentricity being higher in V1, which appears to drop across higher visual 
areas. The spatial frequency selectivity of the voxels appears to change with eccentricity 
as well, wherein estimated bandwidths gradually become larger in more peripheral regions 
for all three areas of V1-V3. Moreover, comparison of the pSFTs between opposing 
quadrants of the visual field indicated a radial bias in the SF preferences of the voxels. I 
found higher sensitivities in horizontal and lower sides of the visual field in comparison to 
their opposite sides in V1. These patterns match with the previous reports of higher 
perceptual performances (Cameron et al., 2001; Carrasco et al., 2002; Rijsdijk et al., 1980; 
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Levine and McAnany, 2005) and smaller pRF sizes in these sectors compared to the 
vertical and upper fields (Silva et al., 2018). My results also pointed to higher peak SFs in 
the left field in V1 that is consistent with the previously reported smaller pRF sizes of this 
hemifield in V2 and V3 (Silva et al., 2018), and advantage of the left hemifield in detection 
task (Silva et al., 2008). I am aware, though, that the superiority of visual performance in 
the left visual field is not true for all types of stimuli and there has been reports of better 
performance of the right hemi-fields as well (Kitterle et al., 1992; Peyrin et al., 2005). This 
inconsistency, however, does not undermine the pattern that I have found, as my results 
are not completely devoid of such mismatch either; left visual field pSFTs have higher 
bandwidths in V2, which theoretically can result in poorer performance on this side. Future 
work directly comparing perceptual sensitivity across the visual field within an individual 
participant and comparing that to their pSFT estimates could shed further light on this. 
Finally, building upon previous results in the literature, I observed a novel relationship 
between the voxel-wise peak selectivity preference and tuning bandwidth, in which voxels 
that were responsive to higher frequencies were also more selective (tighter bandwidth). 
The decline of the peak spatial frequency with eccentricity has been reported in 
neurophysiological studies of both cat and monkey (Movshon et al., 1978b, De Valois et 
al., 1982b). In addition, the interdependency of the bandwidth and the peak that I observed 
is consistent with studies conducted within macaque visual cortices, wherein the bandwidth 
appears to be inversely related to peak preference (De Valois et al., 1982b, Foster et al., 
1985). Interestingly, the negative correlation between bandwidth and eccentricity is not 
readily predicted from previous animal findings. Whereas De Valois et al. (1982b) found 
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no significant differences between bandwidths in foveal (<1.5°) and parafoveal (3°–5°) 
regions, Foster et al. (1985) reported a mean bandwidth of 1.8 octaves for the parafoveal 
region (2°–5°) and 1.4 octaves in foveal areas (<1°) of V1. Considering the gradual increase 
of bandwidth with eccentricity that I observed, these previously reported results do not 
contradict my findings. The mean bandwidths within the region-specific eccentricity bins 
that these previous studies examined (<5°) varies by 1–2 octaves in my study, and without 
having the measurements for all voxels I might have easily overlooked this relationship as 
well. However, by leveraging the introduced pSFT technique across large swaths of visual 
cortex, my voxel-wise estimations can reveal an existing relationship that would otherwise 
be difficult to detect without obtaining detailed estimations of tuning profiles across a large 
population. 
While human spatial frequency tuning has been estimated in previous studies 
(Henriksen et al. 2008; Singh et al., 2000; Sasaki et al., 2001), my approach differs in a 
number of meaningful ways, in terms of granularity or measurement, potential efficiency 
of time, and flexibility. First, none of the previous neuroimaging work on SF tuning had 
been carried out to measure tuning for individual voxels. Henriksen et al. (2008) measured 
mean responses within bins comprised of voxels spanning one of three eccentricity ranges. 
With this approach, they concluded that SF preference is conversely dependent on 
eccentricity –a finding that squares with my results. Although these three points were 
sufficient for finding this relationship, my approach allows me to gather a richer dataset, 
bringing into focus a more fine-grained picture of tuning properties per voxel –additional 
details that further aid in understanding other aspects of frequency selectivity within human 
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visual areas. For instance, my voxel-wise approach allowed me to examine the negative 
relationship between peak frequency and bandwidth of each voxel.  In addition, I was able 
to detect an increase in bandwidth with eccentricity, which mostly occurred within the 
perifovea. Without the fine-grained sampling of eccentricity afforded by my paradigm, it 
would not have been feasible to detect such trends across retinotopic space.   
In terms of efficiency, my method offers advantages, as well.  Because traditional 
approaches involve discrete, repeated sampling of responses to a set of spatial frequencies, 
as was done in Henrikson et al. (2008), the upper bound of what could be measured within 
one scanning session was limited to the estimation of an average tuning curve per 
eccentricity range, for only three eccentricities. This is because traditional fMRI 
approaches, such as block designs and event-related designs, necessitate a fixed number of 
spatial frequencies, selected in advance, for which multiple measures are acquired. In 
theory, this traditional approach could yield a fine-grained picture of tuning properties, but 
in practice this would be much more time costly. In contrast, my model-driven paradigm 
allowed me to sweep through a broad range of spatial frequencies, allowing me to 
efficiently sample more eccentricity ranges. In terms of flexibility, this model-based 
approach also allows me to, in principle, estimate tuning curves in the absence of any 
repeated instances of a particular spatial frequency presented. The flexibility of this 
approach thus lends itself nicely to experimental designs that were previously less feasible 
within the scanner, such as staircase procedures to estimate thresholds, or other dynamic 
experimental designs that have limited-to-no repeats of a given stimulus intensity/quality. 
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For first-order simplicity, my approach ignores a set of known nonlinearities, one 
nonlinearity in neurovascular coupling, and the other being inherent nonlinearities in neural 
response. Regarding neurovascular coupling, although I cannot deny that there are, in some 
regimes, nonlinear relationships between the BOLD signal and neural response, I do not 
believe the assumption of linearity is a determining factor in the qualitative patterns of 
results I report. Note that while the assumption of linearity between neural and BOLD 
response fails in certain regimes, the linearity approximation holds across quite a large 
range of conditions (Boynton et al., 1996). Indeed, this linear relationship is assumed in 
not only the lion’s share of model-based approaches to fMRI analyses, including 
population receptive field mapping, but is the underlying assumption for the bulk of fMRI 
analyses. For simplicity, paucity of ground truth, and to adhere to the convention in fMRI 
analyses, I have opted to stick with the assumption of linearity, but acknowledge that the 
approach, along with most model-driven approaches, would benefit in the future from 
incorporation of a better model of the putative nonlinearity of neurovascular coupling 
(Buxton et al., 1998). 
Regarding inherent neural nonlinearities, such as compressive nonlinearities 
brought about by temporal (Zhou et al., 2018) or spatial dynamics (Kay et al. 2013), I did 
not incorporate such nonlinearities into my current pSFT modeling procedure. Although it 
would certainly be interesting to incorporate spatiotemporal models to investigate how the 
preference of a particular voxel to a certain frequency is formed and how it is affected by 
the surrounding population, or extensions of time, these questions stand outside the scope 
of my current study, necessitating acquisition of compressive nonlinearities in the 
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spatiotemporal domain, in order to properly test and constrain nonlinear models. Here, the 
focus was on estimating what frequency a particular voxel is most sensitive to, and its 
envelope of sensitivity. This does not imply that the nonlinear relationship between the 
peak and eccentricity is the product of such a nonlinearity that I have opted to overtly 
ignore. Rather, my estimated values represent the final sensitivity of a voxel, and I remain 
agnostic as to any spatiotemporal nonlinearities that may underlie this sensitivity. In other 
words, while the host of linear or nonlinear interactions that underlie each voxel’s 
preference is not explained in my data set, and can be investigated in another set of studies 
and with a model incorporating such aspects, it is clear that the net preferences change with 
eccentricity.  
My approach rides on the assumption that all voxels within my target visual areas 
can be qualitatively characterized as band-pass filters. The weight of the evidence currently 
in the literature suggests that within most spatial frequency regimes, this band-pass filter 
assumption is reasonably accurate. Neuroimaging studies have shown that when the range 
of the spatial frequencies used in stimulating the occipital cortex is centered in the ideal 
low end of the spatial frequency spectrum for a particular visual area, then under these 
conditions most visual areas have been found to act as band-pass filters (Henrikson et al., 
2008, Singh et al., 2000). Furthermore, the majority of recorded cells in neurophysiological 
studies have been shown to be narrowly tuned, with only a low percentage being identified 
as truly resembling low-pass filters (Foster et al., 1985, De Valois et al., 1982b). However, 
one potential follow-up to this study would be to model the voxel-wise pSFT using a 
combination of different filter types, to test the degree to which adding more complex, 
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heterogeneous filter banks to the model could capture more variability in the BOLD 
response. 
The typical spatial resolution of human fMRI experiments permits the measurement 
of population responses, with the pooled response of neurons within an individual voxel 
representing a wide range of spatial frequency preferences. Despite the much coarser scale 
of analyses accessible with fMRI, my pattern of results in humans succeed in 
demonstrating a high correspondence with the patterns often reported by animal studies 
using invasive recording techniques. Recently, similar computational modeling approaches 
have also been able to successfully estimate receptive field size in human visual cortex 
using solely fMRI measurements, while also demonstrating a close correspondence to 
direct measurements in nonhuman primates (Keliris et al., 2019). The high level of 
correspondence between these different methodologies and recording techniques offers 
strong support for the generative modeling approach employed in this study as a means for 
reproducing homologous animal electrophysiology results in human subjects. 
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2.5 Chapter 2 Figures 	
	
Figure 2-1: Stimulus and experimental procedure. A) Example stimuli varying in spatial 
frequency content. Each stimulus was generated by filtering uniform noise with a narrow 
band-pass filter that had a central spatial frequency equal to the desired spatial frequency 
content. The five presented frequencies are only a subset of 40 different frequencies that 
were used for data collection. B) Exemplar time course of stimulus presentation. During 
each run, subjects were exposed to a series of visual stimuli that changed constantly and 
rapidly. In spite of the temporal dynamics of the visual stimuli, the spatial frequency of the 
stimuli remained the same for 1 TR and then changed to a new spatial frequency, selected 
randomly. 	 	
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Figure 2-2: Schematic diagram of the proposed model-based approach. BOLD time series 
containing responses to varying spatial frequencies were both measured and synthesized. 
The synthesized BOLD response was calculated by convolving the hypothetical neural 
responses to the frequencies, i.e. the pSFT values at the tested frequencies with the HIRF. 
The pSFT was modeled as a log Gaussian function (Equation 1) with unknown mean (𝜇) 
and standard deviation (𝜎). Through comparison of the measured BOLD response with the 
synthesized one, the unknown parameters of the pSFT were estimated. The R2 of the fit of 
the two time series is the index of similarity and the final estimated parameters are the 
outputs of a recursive optimization procedure, with the goal of maximizing the similarity 
index. 	 	
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Figure 2-3: Voxel-wise map of the pSFT peak across the visual field. Each point represents 
a single voxel. The color, codes the magnitude of the estimated pSFT peak of the voxel, 
and the size of the points are scaled with their R2 of the pSFT fits. The locations of the 
points are selected according to the pRF polar angle and eccentricity coordinates of the 
corresponding voxels. The symbols correspond to different subjects. In all three regions, 
the foveal voxels prefer the highest spatial frequencies and this value drops when moving 
toward the more peripheral regions. Moreover, the frequencies represented in V1 seem to 
be higher in comparison to the higher cortical regions. 	 	
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Figure 2-4: Relationship between the pSFT peak and retinotopic eccentricity. (A) Peak of 
the pSFT declines with eccentricity in area V1. Each point is a voxel. Data from each 
subject is displayed with a certain color. (B) Mean  subject-wise pSFT peak estimates 
within each eccentricity bin. Nine bins linearly spaced within the eccentricity range of 
[0.16°, 9.8°] have been used. Error bars show the standard error of the mean. (C&D) 
Parameters of the line that models the relationship between the peak pSFT and the 
eccentricity (both in logarithmic scale). Slopes and intercepts of such lines, fitted per 
subject on the binned data (bins similar to part B), are displayed in (C) and (D), 
respectively. The slopes are significantly less than zero in all three cortical regions. The 
intercept of the V1 area is significantly larger than this value in V3 area and almost 
significatly larger than the corresponding value in V2 (star symbol: p-value<0.05, double 
stars: p-value<0.001). 
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Figure 2-5: Comparison of model fits for peak-eccentricity relationship. The lowest ∆AICc 
score across all visual areas of V1 to V3 belongs to the M-Inverse function. Performances 
of the Linear and H-Line models are very similar and poorer than the M-Inverse. Each bar 
shows the mean ∆AICc value across all eight subjects and the error bars represent the 
standard error of the mean. Note that the values for the M-Inverse are very small (indicating 
the best candidate model) and not very variable, and thus difficult to see. 			 	
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Figure 2-6: Comparison of peak SF between different quadrants of the visual field. Each 
column is a visual area (V1-V3), and row a comparison of retinotopic coverage. 
Specifically, each plot shows the mean estimated peak within an eccentricity bin, across 
subjects, for two opposing quadrant sets that are designated with red and blue colors in the 
insets of the plots on the left-hand column. In V1, horizontal, left, and lower quadrants 
have higher peaks in comparison with the vertical, right, and upper quadrants (horizontal 
vs. vertical: t(74) = 5.06, p < 0.001; upper vs. lower: t(61) = -3.86, p < 0.001; right vs. left: 
t(77) = -3.67, p < 0.001). Results of a t-test also revealed significant differences between 
upper and lower quadrants in V2 (t(63) = -2.32, p = 0.02). Quadrant ranges include [-45°, 
45°], [45°, 135°], [135°, 225°], and [225°, 315°]. Error bars represent +/- 1 standard error 
of the mean. 	 	
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Figure 2-7: Voxel-wise map of the pSFT bandwidth estimates across visual field and area. 
Each point represents a single voxel. The color, codes the magnitude of the estimated pSFT 
peak of the voxel, and the size of the points are scaled with their R2 of the pSFT fits. The 
locations of the points are selected according to the pRF polar angle and eccentricity 
coordinates of the corresponding voxels. The symbols distinguish data from different 
subjects. In all three areas the bandwidth is narrower in the foveal regions and increases 
slightly in the periphery. 				 	
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Figure 2-8: Relationship between the pSFT bandwidth and retinotopic eccentricity. (A) 
Bandwidth increases slightly with eccentricity in V1. Each point illustrates a voxel. Data 
from every single subject has been displayed with a certain color. (B) Average of the mean 
pSFT bandwidth within each eccentricity bin, across subjects. Error bars show the standard 
error of the mean. (C) Distributions of the correlation coefficients between bandwidth and 
eccentricity, estimated per subject. Coefficients are significantly different than zero in all 
three areas (star symbol: p-value<0.05, double stars: p-value<0.001). 		 	
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Figure 2-9: Comparison of bandwidth estimates between different quadrants sets of the 
visual field. T-tests on the differences between right and left quadrants in V2 and V3 were 
significant (V2: t(73) = -2.14, p = 0.04; V3: t(64) = -2.86, p = 0.01). In other cases, the null 
hypothesis was not rejected. Quadrant ranges include [-45°, 45°], [45°, 135°], [135°, 225°], 
and [225°, 315°]. Error bars represent +/- 1 standard error of the mean. 		 	
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Figure 2-10: Voxels with higher pSFT peaks have narrower tuning. (A) Bandwidth 
decreases with increase in pSFT peak. Each point illustrates a voxel. Data from every single 
subject has been displayed with a certain color. (B) Distributions of the correlation 
coefficients between the peak and the bandwidth estimates of the pSFT, across subjects. 
The coefficients are significantly negative in all three regions of V1, V2, and V3 (double 
stars: p-value<0.001). 
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3 PARAMETRIC MODULATION OF ATTENTIONAL LOAD 
3.1 Introduction 
Searching for an item within a crowded visual scene is an activity that we do on a daily 
basis. Although accomplishing this task with a wandering mind can be challenging, 
utilizing spatial attention can facilitate this goal. This improvement of performance with 
attention in visual tasks has been shown in a broad range of studies in cognitive 
neuroscience (e.g. Carrasco, 2011; Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989; Posner, 1980). Such 
studies suggest that the modulatory effects of attention likely stem, in part, from changes 
in our perceptual experiences (Carrasco & Barbot, 2019). Indeed, support for this notion 
comes from the recorded responses within sensory visual areas of animals (Desimone & 
Duncan, 1995; Ito & Gilbert, 1999; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Maunsell, 2015; Motter, 
1993) and humans (Gandhi et al., 1999; Martínez et al., 1999; Pinsk et al., 2004; Somers 
et al., 1999) –all showing converging evidence indicating that neural activity in these 
regions is enhanced by attention.  
What are the broad cortical areas involved in the processing and deployment of 
attention? There is a consensus that the voluntary direction of attention (endogenous 
attention) is accompanied by concerted activity across the dorsal attention network, which 
is composed of areas including the intraparietal sulcus (IPs) and frontal eye field (FEF). 
The involuntary direction of attention (exogenous attention) is believed to be supported by 
a ventral attention network, composed of the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and ventral 
frontal cortex (VFC) (Brissenden et al., 2016; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Fox et al., 2005; 
Osher et al., 2019; Vossel et al., 2014).  
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Despite the ever-growing body of work characterizing the network of brain areas 
responsible for the deployment of attention, we still lack a relatively detailed picture of the 
interaction between these attentional areas and sensory regions. For instance, what unique 
role does each node within the attentional network play, and how does the modulation of 
activity within the sensory regions depend on attentional load? One way to tackle these 
questions is by probing perception across different attentional states. Comparison of the 
dynamics of responses across varied attentional states, and between nodes of attentional 
networks and visual areas, grants us more details regarding how these areas influence each 
other, and whether or not the nature of the relationship changes depending on attentional 
load. One crucial step toward this goal, however, would necessitate having a proper task 
for the parametric manipulation of attention.  
How might we parametrically manipulate attention? Although there are numerous 
paradigms in the literature that manipulate attentional load, such as visual detection task 
on a continuous rapid successive visual presentation, multiple-object tracking, and word 
discrimination tasks, these designs suffer from some deficiencies that render them less 
useful for the task at hand. For instance, some attentional paradigms use only two 
conditions, an easy vs. a hard one (Pinsk et al., 2004; Rees et al., 1997; Schwartz et al., 
2005). This binary conditioning is not ideal, as it denies the opportunity to explore the 
dynamics of the changes that happen between the two extreme cases. Moreover, the relative 
difficulty level of the attentional conditions is difficult to quantify. The tasks typically 
require participant to carry out a visual detection or visual search, and the difficulty level 
of the task changes by varying the dimensions of the target. For instance, a target defined 
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with only a certain color is easier to find than a target defined with a color and a shape. 
However, it is unclear how to continuously quantify how cognitive effort increases with 
such tasks. Consequently, any ability to infer where the tested attentional load stands on an 
attentional spectrum is almost impossible. Finally, the resolution of attentional steps used 
in traditional attentional paradigms is often not high enough. In an attempt to characterize 
the shape of attentional response profiles within control areas, Culham et al (2001) used 
fMRI in conjunction with an object-tracking task to parametrically change attentional load. 
While this study meets the first two criteria (multiple difficulty levels and a quantification 
of load), the multiple object tracking task they used did not have high enough resolution 
for the manipulation of attention. Their experiment included more than two conditions, and 
they modulated attention by increasing the number of items to be tracked in an object-
tracking task, so the level of attention was quantifiable. However, the responses found 
within the nodes of the attentional regions suggest that their task might not have had the 
granularity to capture all the variations in the attentional response function. In some of the 
attentional regions increasing the attentional load cause modulations in the response 
function over a narrow range of loads, and the attentional response function reaches a 
plateau very quickly. This means that modulating attentional states of these cortical regions 
using this task is limited to a few conditions. But in order to have a fuller picture of the 
effect of attention, one needs to investigate more attentional conditions i.e. modulate 
attention in finer-steps. Therefore, a task with higher granularity can be beneficial.       
In this chapter I introduce a new paradigm, coined the Numerosity Judgment 
Paradigm (NJP), which meets the aforementioned three criteria of having more than two 
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attentional conditions, having quantifiable relative attentional loads, and allowing for finer-
grained manipulation of attentional load. To validate its efficacy on performance, I first 
used this paradigm in a psychophysical experiment to test its validity, which was followed 
by a neuroimaging study to assess how activity within regions of the putative dorsal 
attentional network and visual cortex are modulated with attentional load. Behavioral 
results show that the proposed NJP paradigm successfully modulates attention, and the 
fMRI experiment revealed that activity within the putative dorsal attention network is 
precisely modulated with attentional load of the NJP. 	
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Participants 
Ten subjects (4 male, median age = 28) were recruited for the psychophysical experiment, 
and eight subjects (3 male, median age = 28) participated in the neuroimaging study. Four 
subjects did both experiments, and I was one of the subjects in the psychophysical 
experiment. Participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave written 
informed consent to participate. The study was approved by the Boston University 
Institutional Review Board. 
3.2.2 Stimuli 
Stimuli were generated using MATLAB (MathWorks) and the Psychophysics Toolbox 
(Brainard D. H., 1997; Pelli, 1997). In both experiments, the main stimuli used for the NJP 
were composed of a central and a peripheral part. In the psychophysical experiment, the 
central part was composed of 200 small rectangles spread equally in four grids around a 
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fixation point, and covering an area with a radius of 4.46° of visual angle. The rectangles 
were either red (RGB = (185,0,0)) or blue (RGB = (0,0,255)) with equal luminance, with 
a width of 5.65 arcmin. The peripheral part was an annulus with an inner diameter of 9 and 
an outer diameter of 18°, consisting of a sinusoidal grating with spatial frequency of 2 cpd 
and 40% contrast. In each trial, the grating was tilted either clockwise or counterclockwise 
relative to the vertical axis and the magnitude of the tilt was established using an adaptive 
staircase procedure (QUEST; Watson & Pelli, 1983). Observers viewed the stimuli on a 
gamma-corrected CRT monitor (1280*1024 resolution; 60 Hz refresh rate) from a distance 
of 57cm and with their heads on a chinrest.  
In the neuroimaging experiment, the annulus in the periphery had an inner diameter 
of 6 and an outer diameter of 15°, and contained pink noise (80% Contrast). Much like the 
psychophysical experiment, the central part was composed of small rectangles (each with 
a width of 4.284 arcmin). The rectangles were placed on 6 concentric circles with radii 
linearly spaced between 0.5° and 1.5°. The position of the rectangles on each circle was 
chosen so that there was a distance of 0.2° between the centers of two adjacent rectangles. 	
3.2.3 fMRI Acquisition and Analysis 
MRI data were collected on a Siemens 3T Prisma scanner, using a 64-channel head coil. 
BOLD responses were measured with standard echoplanar T2*-weighted images (2 mm3; 
TR=2000ms; TE=30ms; FA=80 ° ; FOV=208∗208∗144mm). For registration of each 
individual's data on the average surface in FreeSurfer, we used a high-resolution 3D 
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anatomical T1-weighted scan acquired during the same or a different session (MPRAGE; 
1mm3; TR=2200ms; TE=1.54ms; FA=7°; FOV=256*256*256mm). 
Preprocessing of functional images was carried out with FreeSurfer 6.0. The 
preprocessing stages included: correcting motions within each run by using the middle time 
point as the reference, slice timing correction, normalizing by the means across all voxels 
and time points for each run, co-registration of each functional image to the anatomical of 
the same subject, and finally resampling the data on the common average surface and a 
spatial smoothing with a 5mm FWHM filter.  
To estimate BOLD responses in each condition, a Generalized Linear Model 
(GLM) analysis was used, assuming a canonical SPM HIRF (without any derivatives).  The 
regressors in our GLM analyses were comprised of 7 attentional conditions, plus a second-
order polynomial modeling the nuisances. All the analyses were carried out on the 
resampled data on the common surface. A number of our regions of interest (ROI) were 
created using the established parcellation of a common cortical surface into 7 networks 
(Yeo et al., 2011). These ROIs included the dorsal attentional network, ventral attentional 
network, default mode network, and frontal eye fields (FEF). Although FEF is not defined 
as a separate region in the Yeo’s divisions, I used the dorsal attentional network label to 
locate and separate this region manually. Early visuocortical areas V1-V3 were identified 
on each subject’s surface individually by using the pRF maps acquired during a separate 
scan session (the same procedure described in Chapter 2). Using eccentricity maps derived 
from pRF analyses, these visuocortical areas were separated into two regions, “center” and 
“periphery”, corresponding to the central and peripheral part of the visual stimuli, 
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respectively. These labels were registered onto the common surface. The pRF maps were 
not available for one of the subjects; therefore, I used two localizer runs acquired at the 
beginning of a scan session to identify the periphery part of the visual areas for that subject. 
The Periphery ROI voxels were defined as the voxels that were substantially active after a 
GLM carried out on the localizer runs (vertices that survived the hypothesis testing with 
p<0.001). The predefined visual network on the common surface (Yeo et al., 2011) was 
then used for defining the center. This was done by excluding the designated periphery 
part from the visual network; the remaining visual areas between the boundaries of the 
periphery and the foveal point were labeled as the center. To identify the V1/V2/V3 areas 
for this same subject, labels from a separate retinotopic scanning session was used.  
3.2.4 Procedure 
Psychophysics: Each trial started with a brief presentation of the stimulus, comprised of 
center and periphery parts, for 50 ms. After this brief period, the stimulus disappeared and 
the subjects had 2500 ms to press two keys in response to two tasks, a two-alternative 
forced-choice orientation discrimination (OD) task, and the Numerosity Judgment 
Paradigm (NJP) (Figure 3-1B). The order of the dual task responses was not predefined, 
but subjects were asked to place more emphasis on successful completion of the NJP. In 
the NJP, participants were presented with an array composed of small rectangles that could 
be either red or blue (Figure 3-1A). The subject's task was to report the color that was 
dominant in the array. The level of attention required to accomplish the task was modulated 
depending on the ratio of the colors in the array. For 5 out of 10 subjects, 16 proportions 
were tested, with red/blue ratios linearly spaced between 0.18 and 0.48. For the remaining 
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5 subjects, we tested 8 proportions, including 0.18, 0.28, 0.36, 0.40, 0.42, 0.44, 0.46, 0.48. 
In each block, 2 proportions were selected randomly for testing. To avoid any color biases, 
for every proportion, red and blue were both used as dominant colors. During a run, for 
each of these four NJP conditions, a 40-trial QUEST function was used to estimate 
orientation discrimination thresholds corresponding to 80% correct. Staircases were 
interleaved across the four conditions in a run. This resulted in a total of 160 trials per run. 
Data for every 8 runs were collected in one session, which lasted approximately an hour, 
and each subject completed 2 to 6 sessions.  
Neuroimaging: The neuroimaging experiment used a standard block design with ON and 
OFF blocks each lasting 16 seconds each. During ON-blocks, participants were shown the 
whole stimulus, comprised of both central and peripheral parts, and during OFF-blocks, 
participants viewed only the central part of the stimulus, the NJP grid, with rectangles all 
in black as placeholders. The total time of each run with 5 ON-blocks and 6 OFF-blocks 
was 176 seconds. For the ON blocks, subjects were instructed to perform a modified 
version of the NJP while fixating at the center, whereas OFF periods included only fixation 
at the center. The proportion for the NJP remained fixed for each run, and during each 
scanning session and across separate runs 7 different proportions were tested. NJP 
proportions were selected so that the dynamic range of the changes in attentional load with 
NJP load was sampled more finely. Considering the results of the psychophysical 
experiment, these proportions included 0.10, 0.30, 0.38, 0.40, 0.42, 0.44, 0.46. In the 
modified NJP, there were rapid, continuous changes in the color of rectangles. The subjects 
were asked to detect a change in proportion, reporting the new dominant color as soon as 
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they perceived that the dominant color had flipped (Figure 3-1C). The recording of 
responses was limited to a 1-second window after the change, with responses after that 
window not recorded and the change considered undetected. In each block, a minimum of 
25 and a maximum of 29 changes in color of rectangles occurred. The timing of changes 
were selected pseudorandomly such that each color configuration lasted between 0.3 to 1 
seconds. There were no changes in color during the first 1.5 sec of the block, as well as the 
last 3 sec of the block. After each 5 or 6 changes in color, the dominant color flipped with 
a probability of 50%. Thus, the total number of changes in dominant color in each block 
could be between 0-5. Each subject completed a total of 17 to 21 runs across one or two 
scan sessions. Moreover, two separate visual localizer runs were run at the beginning of 
each session. During these localizer runs, a stimulus similar to that of the main experiment 
were presented during the on-blocks, with an NJP-like grid in the center that had only black 
rectangles. Subjects were only required to carry out a color change detection task at the 
fixation point, to facilitate maintenance of fixation. 
 
3.3 Results 
To assess the efficacy of the NJP task in modulating attention, I first examined the 
performance of the subjects in the psychophysical task. Performance in every 40-trial NJP-
OD combination was evaluated with two measures: NJP accuracy (the percentage of 
correct responses across trials), and the OD threshold (the final output of the QUEST 
function). If either of these two estimates were very low, that estimate pair was excluded 
from the final analysis. A “very low” estimate was defined as an accuracy of less than 50% 
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in NJP, and a threshold equal to the maximum possible tilt of 20° in the OD task. If more 
than 70% of the estimates of a subject were very low, that subject was excluded, as it 
implies that they did not fully understand the task. Out of 10 subjects, 3 did not meet this 
criterion and were excluded. The mean of these measures across all of the 7 subjects is 
shown in Figure 3-2. Figure 3-2A shows that when the NJP task becomes harder (NJP 
proportion approaches 50%), the subject’s performance declines. This indicates that the 
change in the proportions was effective at parametrically modulating the attentional load 
of subjects. This decline in performance is accompanied with an increase in the orientation 
discrimination threshold (Figure 3-2B). Although the increase is not constant across all the 
proportions, an increasing trend is apparent, particularly for the proportion range of 36% 
to 46%. At 48%, the threshold drops again, possibly because the NJP task is too difficult, 
and subjects give up and tended towards devoting more effort into performing the 
orientation discrimination task instead, thereby improving their performance in this OD 
task. These results suggest that the level of attention directed toward a primary locus of 
attention can modulate perception in a secondary, less attended location. Withdrawing 
attention from the peripheral location due to involvement in the NJP task at the center 
seems to impair perception in the periphery, and the strength of the impairment is related 
to the level of attention. 
I next turned to the neuroimaging experiment to examine how neural activity within 
visual and attentional areas is affected by attentional load modulation via the NJP. To do 
so, I first applied GLM on the concatenated time series across runs for each subject 
separately, and estimated the magnitude of neural activity for different NJP proportions. 
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Then, I employed vertex-wise linear regression between the estimated GLM beta weights 
for and attentional loads i.e. the NJP proportions. Figure 3-3A shows the slopes of these 
regressed lines for an example subject, overlaid on the common average surface. Slopes of 
the vertices lying within the dorsal attention network and FEF (green area in the figure) are 
clearly positive, suggesting an increase in neural activity with an increase in NJP 
proportion within these regions. To further investigate how attentional load affects 
particular cortical areas, I examined the mean of these slopes within each ROI (Figure 
3-3B). Only vertices that had coefficients of determination (R2) more than 0.2 for both of 
the GLM estimations and the linear regression were included in the analysis. The slopes in 
the center area in visual areas of V1-V3 are equal to 0.38, 0.58, and 1.06, respectively, and 
the results of a t-test on these mean values reveal that they are all significantly different 
than 0 (V1: t(7)=3.40, p=0.012, V2: t(7)=2.44, p=0.045; V3: t(6)=3.84, p=0.009. Note that 
the V3 label for one of the subjects was not available, so degree of freedom of V3 is less 
than the other regions). Although the mean slopes in the periphery part in V1-V3 was 
negative (-0.74, -0.82, -0.27 for V1-V3), significance testing failed to reject the null that 
slope is equal to 0 (p>0.05 for all three areas). Mean slopes within the dorsal attentional 
network and FEF were positive (in order 0.43 and 0.31) and also significant (DAN: 
t(7)=3.93, p=0.006, FEF: t(7) = 2.36, p=0.05). The mean slopes within the ventral attention 
network and default mode network were very small and close to 0 (0.04, and -0.05), which 
suggests that the NJP does not modulate the activity within these areas. 
Are the positive slopes within attentional regions and visual areas indicative of 
successful parametric modulation of activity within these regions? To assess this, I 
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examined the average of the normalized mean beta weights across subjects (Figure 3-4). 
Mean GLM weights across attentional loads (i.e. NJP proportions) have been renormalized 
for each subject separately, so that their min is 0 and max is 1. As shown in Figure 3-4A, 
activity within the attentional areas increases consistently when the effort required for 
performing the NJP task increases, except in the hardest condition (proportion of 46%). In 
central and peripheral visual areas, however, the increase and decrease occurs mainly 
between 10% and 30%. There is also a clear drop in 46%, which considering the clear drop 
for the same proportion in attentional areas is not surprising. For the middle ranges of 38%-
44% the modulation of the activity within the visual areas is rather unsteady and it does 
not seem that activity in the visual areas is parametrically modulated as cleanly with NJP 
load.  	
3.4 Discussion 
Our visual system is constantly bombarded with information, and the volume of this 
information is far larger than the capacity of our cognitive system. Attention acts as a filter 
to selectively reduce this load by discarding the irrelevant information. Previous 
experiments have shown that this intervention of attention in processing of the visual 
stimuli can lead to the enhancement of performance in visual tasks. However, how cortical 
attentional areas interact with visual cortical areas, causing a boost in performance, is still 
an open question. Previously, neuroimaging experiments aimed towards investigating this 
question have tended to use attentional tasks with binary modes of controlling attention. 
The tasks either have a central cue that direct attention toward a specific spatial location, 
which makes it possible to compare neural activity when a visual field is attended vs. when 
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attention is withdrawn from the field (Gandhi et al., 1999; Somers et al., 1999), or the 
subjects are engaged in a task that can be easy or hard, and based on the assumption that 
the successful completion of the hard task requires paying more attention, a comparison 
between the activity in the entire visual field in these two modes is made (Kastner et al., 
1999; Schwartz et al., 2005; Rees et al., 1997). This comparative approach in these bimodal 
tasks has been beneficial by helping to identify the cortical regions involved in attention. 
When the only distinction between two modes is increased attention, the increase in the 
activity of an area can be considered as a sign of its involvement in the attentional network, 
rejecting the possibility of being activated because of a requirement of the task not related 
to attention, such as giving a motor response. The comparison also has been helpful in 
gaining a better understanding of the mechanisms of attentional effects and how even 
baseline activity, when there is no attention, changes due to attention (Smith et al., 2000). 
But, the truth is that attention operates more on a continuum, rather than an on-off switch. 
To address this, in Chapter 3, I introduced a new paradigm called NJP for modulating 
attention in a graded manner. Because the level of attention is modulated by changing the 
proportion that is a quantifiable value, determining the relative required level of attention 
in different states is easier. Results of using the NJP in a psychophysical task showed that 
increasing the difficulty level of the task leads to a graded decline in behavioral 
performance, indicating that it can modulate attentional states successfully. In addition, 
perception of orientation in an accompanying visual task was affected by the difficulty 
level of the NJP, which indicates that engagement in the NJP has the capacity to affect 
perceptual processing. However, changes in the orientation perception were not related to 
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the NJP difficulty level in a linear fashion. For the easiest modes, i.e. the low levels of 
attention, perceptual capabilities stayed almost the same, and only when attentional load 
increased to middle ranges did a linear change in the orientation thresholds emerge across 
attentional states.  
In a neuroimaging experiment, I inspected for neural changes in attentional network 
activity with the NJP task using fMRI BOLD signal. Modulation of activity in the dorsal 
attentional network and FEF were closely related to the NJP proportion, providing 
converging evidence to suggest successful modulation of attentional state with the NJP. 
The NJP task did not affect activity within the ventral attentional areas –a finding that is 
consistent with the manipulation of sustained attention rather than the transient attention. 
Changes in primary visual areas of V1-V3 with NJP proportion did not show the same 
proportion-dependent pattern as the one seen in the attentional areas including dorsal 
attentional network and FEF. There was an initial increase in the activity of the cortical 
areas associated with the focus of attention when the required attention increased from the 
lowest level to higher degrees, but graded changes of activity across the tested middle 
ranges of attention did not show an increasing trend. Within the cortical areas associated 
with the unattended part of the visual field, no decreasing trend across the attentional states 
was observed either. 
The goal of this experiment was to design a task to modulate attention 
parametrically, and the pattern of activities in FEF and dorsal attention network suggest 
that this goal has been met. The results I found in the FEF are in contrast with the 
conclusion Culham et al. (Culham et al., 2001) have made in their study. They used an 
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object-tracking task with a very similar motivation, to parametrically modulate attention. 
In their task, the number of objects to be tracked varied and this modulated the level of 
attention. Since the activity within the FEF did not increase constantly with the increase in 
the number of target objects in the tracking task, they concluded that the FEF’s role is non-
related to attention. Between the evidence supporting FEF’s involvement in attention 
(Corbetta, 1998), and the results rejecting its role in cognition (Tomáš Paus, 1996), they 
took their evidence to be in support for the latter. Considering the modulation I observed 
with attention in the FEF, it is likely that Culham’s results arose from the lack of resolution 
in their task; perhaps tracking 2 and higher number of objects in the task did not require 
changes in the level of activity within the FEF, but the changes in attentional steps in our 
task was finer and required more variation in the activity of the FEF. Is it possible that the 
pattern seen in the FEF arose only due to eye movements? Unfortunately, I was not able to 
record eye movements in the scanner, and cannot exclude the possibility of the subjects’ 
making eye movements entirely, but there is good reason to believe that it is unlikely that 
the FEF’s activity is a mere effect of eye movements. There are studies that have shown 
that FEF is involved in suppressing saccades (Burman & Bruce, 1997; Priori, Bertolasi et 
al., 1993), and there are other studies that have suggested that activity in the FEF increases 
when the rate of saccades increases (Paus et al., 1995). In the NJP task, the temporal 
frequency of changes of the colors of the rectangles in the NJP grid stays the same across 
all attentional conditions. Therefore, the task does not impose a change in the rate of the 
saccades. It may be argued that when the proportion increases, subjects may generate more 
saccades to sample the grid more often. However, note that the NJP grid covers a very 
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small area (0.5°-1.5°) and each rectangle has a width of ~4.5′. This would mean that the 
eye movements required for sampling this space would be very small, and the saccades 
studied in previous experiments are much larger than this range. Thus, the observed 
increase in FEF activity even considering the possibility of increased sampling of space 
with load seems less plausible.  
Lavie’s Load Theory (Lavie, 1995) claims that perceptual capacity is limited, and 
the degree to which a distractor is processed depends on the level of attention our focus of 
attention demands. Based on this theory, here I expected to see a decrease in the activity of 
the peripheral areas with increases in attentional load. However, the results were not in line 
with this expectation. Although in previous studies there are reports of finding this so-
called push-pull mechanism in both early visual areas (Gandhi et al., 1999; Schwartz et al., 
2005; Somers et al., 1999) ,and also in extrastriate areas (Pinsk et al., 2004; Rees et al., 
1997; Schwartz et al., 2005), not all the studies that probed early visual areas have found 
modulation of activity with attention within these areas (Jovicich et al., 2001; Kastner et 
al., 1998; Pinsk et al., 2004). It is not clear why the modulation happens in some cases, but 
not in others, but two possible explanations in our study are that first, the NJP task relies 
on color detection and it may not interfere with the basic image feature processing in early 
visual areas, and second, we know that the modulatory effect of spatial attention increases 
in higher levels of the visual hierarchy, so perhaps the effects were simply not big enough 
in the early visual areas in our case to be considered statistically significant. Moreover, it 
has been shown that eccentricity can be inversely proportional to the magnitude of 
attentional effects (S. Schwartz et al., 2005), meaning that the decrease in activity of the 
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peripheral distracting region is more pronounced for the regions closer to fixation. Thus, it 
is possible that our effect was minimized due to peripheral location of the distractor. For 
the central attended areas, the lack of graded modulation with attentional load is not too 
surprising, as the enhancement of attention has sometime resulted in no enhancement of 
activity in primary visual areas (Kastner et al., 1998), and even in the one example of 
parametric modulation of attention with more than two stages, no linear increase with load 
was observed in V1 (Jovicich et al., 2001). It is possible that the tasks that have been used 
so far, including the proposed NJP, have not had enough attentional resolution. Or 
alternatively, a design customized specifically for the preferences of primary areas is 
necessary for exerting incremental activity within these areas with attentional load. Or, it 
is indeed possible (albeit unlikely), that these areas act bi-modally, and switch between on 
and off modes depending on the magnitude of attentional load. 
In sum, an increase of the activity within the dorsal attentional network and FEF with 
attentional load of the proposed NJP task indicates that this paradigm can parametrically 
modulate attention at a rather fine grain. However, the activity within the attended part of 
the early visual cortices does not seem to be graded, and better resembles a bimodal pattern. 
Contrary to Lavie’s theory, in the unattended areas of the striate cortex, we observed no 
decline of activity with attentional load. 	 	
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3.5 Chapter 3 Figures 
 
Figure 3-1: Stimuli and trial structures. A) NJP Grid. The grid is composed of small 
rectangles that are either red or blue. The difficulty of the task, that is identifying the 
dominant color of the grid, can change depending on the proportion of the minor color. The 
figure shows a few grids with different proportions. Accomplishing the task in the 30% 
case requires low level of attention, but with an increase in the proportion, the required 
level of attention for successful completion of the task increases as well. B) Example trials 
of the psychophysical experiment. The brief presentation of the stimulus only lasted for 50 
ms, after which subjects had 2500 ms to complete two tasks: the NJP and a two-alternative 
forced-choice orientation discrimination task. As is shown the stimulus has a central part 
containing the NJP grid, and a peripheral part composed of a sinusoidal grating that were 
tilted either clockwise or counterclockwise. During each run, two NJP proportions were 
tested, and the degree of the tilt was adjusted based on the response of the subject through 
the QUEST procedure. C) Neuroimaging task structure. Similar to the psychophysical 
experiment the stimuli had a central and a peripheral part. However, here, the subjects were 
asked to only respond to the NJP task while fixating at the center. The color of the 
rectangles changed very rapidly, but a response was required only when a change in the 
dominant color occurred.  	 	
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Figure 3-2: Effect of NJP attentional load changes on perception and performance. A) 
Increases in the proportion of the NJP causes performance to decline. A) By increasing the 
NJP proportion (i.e. the attentional load at the center of the stimulus), orientation 
discrimination thresholds in the periphery increase. Error bars show standard error of the 
mean.  
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Figure 3-3: Slope of changes of BOLD signal with attentional load. A) Slopes of the voxel-
wise linear regression between estimated scaling parameters and attentional load for an 
example subject overlaid on the common average surface. The area designated with green 
label depicts the dorsal attentional network. Slopes of the vertices within this region are 
positive. B) Average of the mean slope within each ROI across subjects. Areas of V1-V3 
corresponding to the center, plus DAN and FEF have positive slopes. On the other hand, 
estimated slopes for the peripheral parts of V1-V3 are negative. Symbols represent 
different subjects. V1/2/3P: V1/2/3 Periphery, V1/2/3C: V1/2/3 Center, DAN: Dorsal 
Attentional Network, FEF: Frontal Eye Field, VAN: Ventral Attentional Network, DMN: 
Default Mode Network. 
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Figure 3-4: Changes of neural activity within attentional and visual areas across attentional 
loads. A) Activity within the frontal eye field (FEF) and dorsal attentional network (DAN) 
increases almost consistently with the increase of the NJP proportion which is equal to the 
increase in attentional load. B) Changes in center and periphery parts of the visual areas 
are not as smooth as the attentional regions shown in (A). Although generally activity in 
the central and peripheral parts increases and decreases with attentional load, the activity 
within the middle range of attentional load diverge from these patterns. Figures depict the 
normalized percent signal changes; the estimated scaling factors normalized for each 
subject separately, so that the min of them is 0 and the max is 1. 
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4 THE IMPACT OF ATTENTONAL LOAD ON SPATIAL FREQUENCY 
PREFERENCES OF THE HUMAN VISUAL AREAS  	
4.1 Introduction 
Attention has long been known to improve performance in a variety of visual tasks, 
including visual search and texture segmentation, both in humans (Carrasco & McElree, 
2001; Carrasco & Yeshurun, 1998; Prinzmetal et al., 1986; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 2000) 
and non-human primates (Golla et al., 2004). While some research has suggested that the 
improvement in visual tasks due to attention transpires primarily at the decision stage, with 
attention decreases the response variability (Prinzmetal et al., 1998; Prinzmetal et al., 
1997), the lion’s share of psychophysical studies point to changes in perceptual processing 
with attention (Abrams et al., 2010; Anton-Erxleben & Carrasco, 2013; Carrasco et al., 
2004; Gobell & Carrasco, 2005; Liu et al., 2009; Tse et al., 2006). These studies have 
demonstrated that attention can change our perception of some of the most basic visual 
features. For instance, when attention is covertly directed toward a location, the perceived 
contrast of a grating at that location appears subjectively higher than its objective contrast 
(Carrasco et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2009) – evidence in support of low-level changes in 
perception. This subjective enhancement with attention has also been documented in 
subjective percept of the spatial frequency of a stimulus when attention was drawn to a 
stimulus with a transient cue (Gobell & Carrasco, 2005). In this study, two Gabor patches 
with different SFs appeared on the screen, and subjects were required to report the 
orientation of the patch with higher SF. Results showed that the point of subjective equality 
(PSE), the point at which the SFs of the test and standard Gabors were perceived to be the 
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same, changed when attention was manipulated using a transient cue. The cue appeared 
before the appearance of the patches on the screen to direct attention toward the location 
of the test patch in some trials, and this caused the estimated PSE in these trials to shift 
toward higher values. This suggests that the perceived SF of a stimulus increases with 
attention. Moreover, evidence provided in the same study extends this conclusion to spatial 
resolution. In a similar experiment, it was shown that the perceived gap size of a Landolt 
square changes with attention. Subjects were asked to report the location of the gap (top or 
bottom) in only one of the two available Landolt squares, the square that had a bigger gap. 
Findings indicated that the PSE increased when a transient cue was used to direct attention 
toward the location of the test Landolt. Taken together, these results suggest that transient 
attention increases perceived spatial resolution. In another study, when the effect of 
sustained attention on the perception of spatial frequency was tested, results led to the same 
conclusions (Abrams et al., 2010). A similar task of reporting the orientation of a grating 
with higher SF (Gobell & Carrasco, 2005) was used, but in this case attention was 
sometimes directed toward one of the gratings using an RSVP task instead of a transient 
cue. Before the appearance of the Gabor patches, two RSVP tasks on two sides of the 
screen appeared and subjects were cued to engage in only one of these tasks. This way 
attention was exerted to a location endogenously, by the subject’s will. A comparison of 
the PSEs under attended and unattended conditions found that sustained attention increased 
perceived SF, as well. One possible explanation for this observed increase in SF and spatial 
resolution is that the receptive fields shrink and move toward the locus of attention, and 
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the second hypothesis is that the SF tuning of neurons changes with attention and shifts 
toward higher frequencies.   
Studies examining the attentionally-driven modulation of neural responses have 
generally found results that are in line with the behavioral data. Spatial attention increases 
firing rate in both dorsal (Treue & Maunsell, 1999, 1996) and ventral (Luck, Chelazzi, 
Hillyard, & Desimone, 1997) visual pathways, and attending to a certain feature has also 
been shown to boost responses of neurons sensitive to the same feature (Chelazzi et al., 
1993; Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2004; Motter, 1994). To gain a better understanding of 
the underlying mechanism of this modulatory effect, researchers have focused on the 
modulation of responses over a range of features and intensities. For example, it has been 
demonstrated that stimulus contrast can interact with attentional modulation in a 
multiplicative manner, wherein the intensity of a stimulus determines as to how large of an 
attention effect is (Reynolds et al., 2000; Williford & Maunsell, 2006). In the same vein, 
sensory tuning curves of the neurons under different attentional conditions have been 
shown to be affected as well. Indeed, orientation tuning in V4 (McAdams & Maunsell, 
1999) and direction selectivity in MT (Treue & Martinez-Trujillo, 1999) of macaques have 
both been shown to be influenced by attention. However, in this work it remains unclear 
whether spatial attention acts by amplifying the neural response across the entire range of 
the visual feature, or whether it also affects the selectivity of neural populations. Earlier 
studies have suggested that spatial attention alters the selectivity by narrowing the tuning 
curves (Haenny et al., 1988; Spitzer et al., 1988), but more recent results suggest that the 
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attentional effect appears as a scaling factor, with the width of the tuning curve remaining 
unchanged.  
Specifying what changes tuning curves undergo during attention is of importance 
if we want to unravel the modulatory mechanism of attention, as selectivity of tuning 
determines the fidelity of a perceptual representation. Does attention improve spatial 
resolution due to changes in the spatial frequency selectivity of neurons? To date, this 
question had not been studied in humans, in part likely due to methodological limitations 
in the ability to efficiently measure spatial frequency tuning in humans –a limitation we 
overcame in the development of the pSFT paradigm introduced in Chapter 2. In Chapter 4, 
I leveraged the pSFT paradigm to measure voxel-wise SF tuning curves under a variety of 
attentional loads, which allowed me to assess any potential changes in SF tuning with 
attention, comparing the characteristics of tuning curves across conditions. To manipulate 
attentional state, I used the NJP task introduced in Chapter 3. The NJP grid, combined with 
the frequency-dependent stimuli proposed in the first experiment allowed me to estimate 
the SF tuning curves under different attentional loads. The results revealed that the peaks 
and bandwidths of estimated pSFTs across attentional states were unaffected by attentional 
load of the NJP task.  	
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4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Participants 
Nine subjects (5 female, median age = 28) participated in the study. Participants had normal 
or corrected-to-normal vision, and gave written informed consent to participate. The study 
was approved by the Boston University Institutional Review Board.  
4.2.2 Stimuli and Procedures 
All visual stimuli were generated using MATLAB (R2013a) in conjunction with the 
Psychophysics Toolbox-3 on a Mac Mini.  As in Experiment 1, all stimuli were displayed 
using a linearized VPixx PROPixx projector. The stimulus was composed of a grating 
masked with an annulus, plus a circular NJP grid made up of colorful rectangles in the 
middle of the annulus. The annulus had an outer diameter of 17° and an inner diameter of 
5°. The grating was 90% contrast, and was generated by filtering uniformly distributed 
noise with a band-pass filter. The width of the band-pass filter was very narrow, around 
0.1cpd, and its central frequency covered forty different frequencies that were 
logarithmically spaced between 0.5 - 12 cpd. 
The NJP portion in the middle spanned a circle array composed of rectangles with 
widths of 5.3′, with the total area covered with an inner radius of 0.5° and an outer radius 
of 1.5°. To form the grid, rectangles were placed with equal distances around circles with 
radii that were 0.2° apart. During each run, the rectangles were either red or blue. At each 
time point, one of these two colors was dominant, and the dominant color flipped from 
time to time. When the dominant color stayed the same, the total number of rectangles with 
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the dominant color were fixed, but the spatial distribution of the rectangles changed, with 
the locations selected randomly. After every 3 to 6 frames (chosen randomly), the dominant 
color would change with a probability of 0.5. 
Subjects were asked to perform the NJP task (introduced before in Experiment 2). 
Specifically, they were required to maintain fixation at the center of the display, while they 
covertly attended to changes in the color of the rectangles within a small area around the 
fixation point. Although the colors of the rectangles changed continuously, the dominant 
color remained fixed over longer periods of time, and changed occasionally. As soon as, 
the switch in this dominant color happened, the subject had to report the detection of the 
change by pressing a button corresponding to detection of a switch to a new dominant 
color. To map pSFT’s, the stimulus located in the periphery were changing rapidly as well. 
Every second, the spatial frequency of the stimulus changed to a new one, selected 
randomly from a series of 40 SFs. Moreover, SF filtered stimuli with a certain spatial 
frequency also changed with a temporal frequency of 10Hz within each 1second period. 
However, the subjects were asked to ignore those changes, and only attend to the NJP task 
and the changes in the central grid.  
Each run started with a 20 sec fixation period, and ended with a 10 sec fixation 
period, during which the subjects viewed a blank screen with a fixation point in the center. 
In between, three blocks with different difficulty levels for the NJP task were tested: “Easy” 
with a proportion of 10%, “Medium” with a proportion of 42%, and “Hard” with a 
proportion of 46%. The conditions were shuffled for each subject, but before the start of 
each block, subjects were informed about the difficulty level of the coming block with a 2 
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sec cue period. During this time, a word describing the difficulty level of the NJP was 
displayed on the screen. For each NJP proportion, the frequency series composed of 40 
frequencies was presented three times, and within each repetition, the order of the 
frequencies was shuffled.  
4.2.3 fMRI Acquisition and Analysis 	fMRI	BOLD signal was recorded with a Siemens 3T Prisma scanner, using a 64-channel 
head coil. Responses to the varying spatial frequencies under different attentional loads 
were measured during a two-hour session. Similar to Experiment 1, BOLD activity was 
measured with simultaneous multi-slice (multi-band factor: 3) echoplanar T2*-weighted 
imaging with a field of view oriented perpendicular to the calcarine sulcus (2mm3; 
TR =1000ms; TE=35.40ms; FA=64°; FOV= 136*136*72mm). A T1-weighted anatomical 
volume with the same positioning as the functional runs was acquired during the session 
(MPRAGE; 2 mm3; TR=2530 msec; TE=1.35 msec; FA=7°; FOV=136*136*72 mm). This 
functional-matched T1 volume was later aligned to a high-resolution reference anatomical 
T1-weighted whole-brain volume (MPRAGE; 1mm3; TR=2200ms; TE=1.54ms; FA=7°; 
FOV=256*256*256mm) acquired during a separate session. Aligning of these two scans 
made alignment of all the functional runs with the high-resolution anatomical volume 
possible, using an automated robust image registration algorithm (Nestares and Heeger, 
2000), possible. To perform registration and preprocessing, I used the mrTools 
neuroimaging analysis package in Matlab (http://gru.stanford.edu/mrTools).  After 
preprocessing of the data that included motion correction, linear detrending, and applying 
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a temporal high-pass filter (0.01 Hz). The within-run percent signal change for each voxel 
was computed by dividing the BOLD signal during each run by its mean. These normalized 
time series were later concatenated across runs and were analyzed using custom code 
written in MATLAB.  
The same pRF maps estimated in Experiment 1 were used here to identify the ROIs 
including V1–V3, as well as for demarcating the boundaries of the cortical regions 
corresponding to the peripheral and central parts of the stimuli. The two sets of scans, this 
experiment’s scan and the pRF’s scan, were aligned using Freesurfer and mrTools (more 
details in the methods section of Chapter 2). 
4.2.4 Model Estimations 
The goal of this experiment was to investigate the differences in SF tuning functions across 
attentional loads. Therefore, for each attentional load, a separate population spatial 
frequency tuning function (pSFT) was estimated. To do so, for each subject, the recorded 
times series were divided into three separate time series, one for each attentional state. 
Then, for each of these time series the SF tuning curve was estimated using the model-
based approach that will be discussed in the following.  
As in Experiment 1, the pSFT of every voxel is assumed to be best described by a 
log Gaussian distribution (Equation 1): 
 
𝑅(𝑓) = 𝑒(	(*+,	(-).*+,	(/))0010  (4), 
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with two unknown parameters: the peak,	𝜇, and the standard deviation, 𝜎. This tuning 
profile was used to estimate the population responses to the presented spatial frequencies. 
These responses were then convolved with a hemodynamic impulse response function 
(HIRF) to synthesize the BOLD time series in response to the frequencies of the stimuli. 
Such operation is valid based on the assumption that neural responses and BOLD signal 
are related with a linear relationship. For each voxel, this synthesized time series were 
iteratively fit to the measured BOLD response time series using a grid search to find the 
Gaussian model parameters that best aligned the synthesized and measured BOLD 
responses. The coefficient of determination, 𝑅L, between the synthesized and the measured 
BOLD signals was used to determine the goodness of the alignment. Final estimated pSFT 
parameters were the parameters that produced the highest 𝑅L values indicating a high level 
of fit between the two signals.  
The details of the model-based estimation were the same as Chapter 2. The 
baseline and scaling factor parameters (introduced in material section of Chapter 2) were 
estimated using a GLM analysis, and the characteristics of the HIRF were the same as the 
default function used in Chapter 2. To carry out an exhaustive grid search, a grid 
comprised of the combination of 400 points for 𝜇, and 400 points for 𝜎 was used to 
search the peak-std space for optimal parameters. The 𝜇 values were logarithmically 
spaced between 0.009 and 6, and the 𝜎 values were equally spaced between 0.1 and 1. To 
exclude the estimations that tended toward the limits, in the final analysis, only voxels 
with peaks between 0.01 and 5, and bandwidths between 0.2 and 0.9 were included. 
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For the analysis only the voxels within the peripheral part of the stimuli were included, as 
the voxels within the central region were not exposed to the frequencies. 
4.3 Results 
Using the model-based estimation method (discussed in the previous section), for each 
voxel, 3 sets of pSFT parameters (peak-std pair) were estimated, and one per attentional 
load. Similar to Chapter 2, first the peak-std pairs were used to derive bandwidths of the 
tuning curves in octaves. The average of these peak and bandwidth across each visual 
cortical area for all 3 attentional states is shown in Figure 4-1. The pattern of the changes 
of the pSFT parameter with attention is not consistent across ROIs, neither for the peak 
(Figure 4-1A) nor for the bandwidth (Error! Reference source not found.B). Moreover, 
the results of the one-way ANOVA test on the mean parameter across an area did not 
suggest any significant effect of attentional load on these values, neither for the peak 
(V1:	FL,LX= 0.21, p=0.81; V2: FL,LX= 0.04, p=0.96; V3: FL,LX= 0.35, p=0.71), nor for the 
bandwidth (V1: FL,LX= 0.16, p=0.85; V2: FL,LX= 0.42, p=0.66; V3: FL,LX= 0.03, p=0.97). 
These results suggest that there are no global changes in the SF tuning curves within an 
ROI, due to NJP proportions. To examine the possibility of modulations occurring more 
locally, perhaps only within a certain part of the visual field, I carried out the same analysis, 
but now dividing the visual field into inner and outer regions. Note that because I could not 
estimate pSFTs within the foveal region as easily here, this breakdown of inner and outer 
regions is only within the peripheral SF mapping annulus. The inner part included an 
eccentricity range of [2.5°-5°], and the outer part was defined as the rest of the extent of 
the peripheral part of the stimuli, [5°-8.5°]. Means of the pSFT parameters across these 
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divisions are shown in Figure 4-3. For all the attentional loads, the decline of the peak with 
eccentricity is observed, replicating our previous finding (Error! Reference source not 
found.A). However, we observed no effect of attentional load on the peak within the inner 
and the outer parts. Results of a one-way ANOVA on the estimated peaks support this 
observation, both in the inner (V1: FL,LX= 0.11, p=0.90; V2: FL,LX= 0.32, p=0.73; V3: FL,LX= 0.93, p=0.41) and the outer portion (V1: FL,LX= 0.41, p=0.67; V2: FL,LX= 0.73, 
p=0.49; V3: FL,LX= 0.40, p=0.67). For bandwidth measures (Error! Reference source not 
found.B), similar to results in Chapter 2, the bandwidth increases with eccentricity in V1 
across all attentional loads. However, such increase happens only for some of the 
attentional loads in V2 and V3, most likely due to lack of power. In terms of the effect of 
the attention on the parameters within each eccentricity range, no clear pattern emerges. 
Results of the statistical tests also support the null hypothesis that the parameters are the 
same across attentional states, both in the inner region (V1: FL,LX= 0.12, p=0.88; V2: FL,LX= 
0.14, p=0.87; V3: FL,LX= 0.32, p=0.73) and the outer part (V1: FL,LX= 0.03, p=0.97; V2: FL,LX= 0.29, p=0.75; V3: FL,LX= 0.08, p=0.92).  
While it is possible that attentional load, as manipulated by the NJP, simply does 
not affect SF tuning in early visual cortex, it is also possible that this task simply has little 
overall effect on early visuocortical responses or an effect that is simply too small to discern 
with our paradigm. To explore this possibility I analyzed the mean BOLD responses within 
the primary visual areas corresponding to the central and peripheral part of the stimulus. 
This yielded results similar to the NJP experiment (Error! Reference source not found.); 
we observed changes in activity with attentional load in the central area, but the same level 
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of activity across attentional loads in the peripheral region. One-way ANOVA for the 
central part suggested meaningful differences in all three areas (V1: FL,LX= 10.13, p<0.001; 
V2: FL,LX= 10.01, p<0.001; V3: FL,LX= 8.54, p=0.002), and the post-hoc Tukey test showed 
the differences arose between the lowest attentional load and the other two levels (V1: 
(10%, 42%), p=0.002  & (10%, 46%), p=0.002; V2: (10%, 42%), p=0.001  & (10%, 46%), 
p=0.005; V3: (10%, 42%), p=0.002  & (10%, 46%), p=0.011). A one-way ANOVA on the 
periphery showed no significant effect of attentional load (V1: FL,LX= 0.90, p=0.40; V2: FL,LX= 0.78, p=0.47; V3: FL,LX= 0.03, p=0.97). Therefore, the response gain change was 
observed only within the central region and between two modes, and the level of attention 
directed toward the center did not produce an observable change the BOLD responses in 
the periphery.  
 
4.4 Discussion 
Psychophysical studies have previously demonstrated that the perceived spatial resolution 
of a stimulus changes when we covertly attend to it (Barbot & Carrasco, 2017; Yeshurun 
& Carrasco, 1998, 1999). Multiple hypotheses have been put forward for explaining this 
phenomenon at the neural level. Attention may cause the receptive fields of the attended 
area to shrink and move closer to the attended location (Womelsdorf, Anton-Erxleben, & 
Treue, 2008), or the spatial frequency tuning profiles of the neurons may undergo some 
changes either in the form of an enhancement in their gain (Mineault et al., 2016), or a 
change in their preferred spatial frequency or bandwidth (Spitzer et al., 1988). In this 
experiment, in order to accrue more evidence that can help us tease apart these two theories, 
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I measured the pSFT functions for the voxels within the primary visual areas under 
different attentional loads, comparing the parameters of the pSFTs across three different 
attentional loads. For modulation of attentional load, I used the NJP task introduced before 
in Chapter 3 and the pSFT measurements were done using the model-based method 
proposed in Chapter 2. While subjects focused their attention at the center of the visual 
field to doing the NJP task, a series of rapidly changing spatial frequencies appeared on the 
periphery. Peak and bandwidth of the pSFT for voxels responding to the peripheral part 
were estimated for three different NJP proportions. Results of my second experiment had 
previously shown that the NJP is capable of modulating activity within the dorsal 
attentional network; therefore, comparing the pSFT parameters across different NJP 
proportions was a means towards comparing spatial frequency sensitivities across 
attentional states. However, comparison of the mean peaks and bandwidths within V1-V3 
across attentional states did not reveal any significant changes in tuning. It also did not 
appear to be the case that this effect was the product of averaging across eccentricities: 
dividing the voxels into groups using the eccentricity of their pRFs did not change this 
result.  
The mean BOLD responses within the cortical regions associated with the central 
NJP grid and the peripheral part of the stimulus also did not signify any changes in 
responses across attentional states. While analysis of the NJP experiment’s data resulted in 
similar findings, I used the NJP in this task regardless, with the reasoning that while the 
NJP might not change the overall response gain of a response within the peripheral regions, 
there instead could have been changes in the pSFT parameters that go undetectable with 
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mean BOLD estimates. In the central region, however, the observed activity for the two 
higher attentional states was significantly different than the lowest attentional state. Thus, 
the activity of the primary visual areas at least between these two modes appears to have 
been successfully modulated. In spite of this modulation, however, the pSFT parameters 
under these two modes were unaltered.   
Do these results imply that attention does not change spatial frequency tuning at all? 
The evidence provided here are not strong enough to reject the possibility of changes in 
the SF sensitivity with attention. While attentional load appeared to have little effect on 
visuocortical responses for the peripheral stimulus, I cannot reject the possibility that if 
instead of the NJP, a different attentional task that causes more modulation in the activity 
of the peripheral distractor area is used, some changes in the SF tuning curves would 
emerge. Indeed, changes in the activity of the distractor area of the primary visual areas 
when subjects are engaged in a separate attentional task at a different target location can 
depend on task type (e.g. Pinsk et al., 2004; Schwartz et al., 2005). Perhaps using a type of 
attentional task that requires subjects to pay more attention to the basic image statistics, 
which are primarily processed in early visual areas, could evoke some shifts in the 
characteristics of the tuning curves.  
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4.5 Chapter 4 Figures 
	
Figure 4-1: Experimental design. Each run was composed of three blocks, one per 
attentional load, that are represented here in separate rows. The stimuli subjects viewed 
during each block were made of a central and a peripheral part. The peripheral part was a 
filtered noise containing a specific spatial frequency (similar to Experiment 1). For all the 
three blocks the same set of spatial frequencies were presented in a random order. However, 
the central part distinguished the three blocks from another. The central part was an NJP 
grid (introduced in Experiment 2) with a proportion that changed across the blocks. This 
proportion was the factor that determined the attentional load of a block. 		 	
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Figure 4-2: Effect of attentional load on the mean pSFT parameters within early visual 
areas. A) Average of the mean peak within visual areas (V1-V3) across subjects. There is 
no clear pattern of the effect of the NJP on the peak across the ROIs. Plus, the results of 
the statistical tests are negative (One-way ANOVA, V1:	FL,LX= 0.21, p=0.81; V2: FL,LX= 
0.04, p=0.96; V3: FL,LX= 0.35, p=0.71). B) Average of the mean bandwidth within visual 
areas (V1-V3) across subjects. Nor this figure, neither the statistical tests support any 
meaningful changes in bandwidth with the NJP load (One-way ANOVA, V1: FL,LX= 0.16, 
p=0.85; V2: FL,LX= 0.42, p=0.66; V3: FL,LX= 0.03, p=0.97). Error bars show +/- 1 standard 
error of the mean. 
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Figure 4-3: Effect of attentional load on the mean pSFT parameters within different 
eccentricity ranges in visual areas. A) No changes in mean peak with attentional load 
independent of the eccentricity range. One-way ANOVA for the Inner. (V1: FL,LX= 0.11, 
p=0.90; V2: FL,LX= 0.32, p=0.73; V3: FL,LX= 0.93, p=0.41) and the Outer (V1: FL,LX= 0.41, 
p=0.67; V2: FL,LX= 0.73, p=0.49; V3: FL,LX= 0.40, p=0.67) suggest no significant changes. 
B) No changes in mean BW with attentional load regardless of the eccentricity range. One-
way ANOVA for the Inner (V1: FL,LX= 0.12, p=0.88; V2: FL,LX= 0.14, p=0.87; V3: FL,LX= 
0.32, p=0.73) and the Outer (V1: FL,LX= 0.03, p=0.97; V2: FL,LX= 0.29, p=0.75; V3: FL,LX= 
0.08, p=0.92) do not show any significant changes. Inner= (2.5°-5°), Outer= (5°-8.5°). 
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Figure 4-4: Modulation of cortical activity with NJP proportion. A) BOLD responses 
within the central part of the stimuli changes with attentional load in V1-V3. Responses 
increases significantly when the load increases from 10% to a higher degree (One-way 
ANOVA; V1: FL,LX = 10.13, p<0.001; V2: FL,LX = 10.01, p<0.001; V3: FL,LX = 8.54, 
p=0.002). B) Changes in the activity of the locus of attention with attentional load does not 
cause changes in the activity of the peripheral region (One-way ANOVA; V1: FL,LX= 0.90, 
p=0.40; V2: FL,LX= 0.78, p=0.47; V3: FL,LX= 0.03, p=0.97). 						
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter is a digest of the major findings of the studies I have conducted as part of 
this dissertation. A final section is dedicated to the discussion of interesting potential 
directions for future studies. 
5.1 Summary of results 
I gave a description of three neuroimaging studies and their results in Chapters 2-5. These 
studies were designed with the goal of helping to understand how attention affects 
perception of the characteristics of a visual scene, focusing here on spatial frequency.  To 
do so, in Chapter 2, I introduced a computational method to measure spatial frequency 
preferences of voxels within visual areas, and using this method I estimated the population 
SF tuning (pSFT) curves for these voxels. In Chapter 3, I proposed a new task, coined the 
Numerosity Judgment Paradigm (NJP), that changed attentional states in a graded manner 
and with finer resolution compared to previous attentional tasks. In Chapter 4, I took 
advantage of the NJP task to attempt to modulate the attentional state while concomitantly 
measuring responses of the primary cortical areas to a series of varying spatial frequencies. 
Then, using the model-based method introduced in Chapter 2, I estimated the pSFTs across 
different attentional states. In the final step, I compared the characteristics of these pSFTs 
to determine if attention changes the SF tuning curves or not. 
Although neuroimaging experiments have been conducted before for estimating the 
SF tuning curves in humans, their results are not comprehensive. Previous experiments 
have either estimated the entire curve for a few eccentricity bins (Henriksson et al., 2008), 
or their voxel-wise estimations have been limited to only a feature of the tuning curve 
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(Sasaki et al., 2001). The model-driven approach proposed here is more efficient and 
flexible in comparison with the conventional imaging designs and allows for the voxel-
wise estimation of the entire tuning curve. With it, I was able to gather a richer dataset that 
aided me in investigating other aspects of frequency selectivity within human visual areas 
that had not been studied before.  
The pSFT estimations acquired with this method support the previously reported 
converse relationship between SF preference and eccentricity in all visual areas (DeValois 
et al., 1982, Campbell et al., 1969, Movshon et al., 1978b). In addition, these results show 
that the rate of decline of the peak SF is comparable across V1–V3. My computationally 
based method also allows for examining the relationship of the SF selectivity with 
retinotopy that has not been done before in fMRI studies. The SF selectivity of the voxels 
appears to gradually become larger in more peripheral regions for all three areas of V1-V3. 
In addition, a reverse relationship between the voxel’s SF selectivity and its peak selectivity 
preference and tuning bandwidth is evident. Investigation of the radial bias in SF 
preferences of the voxels suggest higher sensitivities in horizontal and lower portions of 
the visual field in comparison to their opposite sides in V1. These new findings nicely 
match with reported higher perceptual performance (Carrasco et al., 2001; Carrasco et al., 
2002; Rijsdijk et al., 1980; Levine and McAnany, 2005) and smaller pRF sizes in these 
sectors compared to the vertical and upper fields (Silva et al., 2018).  
Almost all of the neuroimaging studies of attention so far have used tasks that are 
binary or quantized (Kastner et al., 1999; Schwartz et al., 2005; Rees et al., 1997; Gandhi 
et al., 1999; Somers et al., 1999), while our attentional state appears to change more 
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continuously. The results presented in Chapter 3 suggest that the proposed NJP task is 
successful at filling this gap. Behavioral performance declines with increasing difficulty 
level of the task, and the activity within cortical regions of the dorsal attentional network 
changes parametrically with the attentional load the NJP imposes on it. Assessing activity 
within visual areas, however, does not reveal the same parametric modulation in these 
regions. The activity profile of early visual areas corresponding to the locus of attention in 
the task resembles a step-like jump when attention increased from the lowest level to higher 
degrees. Moreover, no decline of activity with attentional load is observed in the visual 
cortical regions associated with the unattended regions of the visual field. Consistent with 
my results, a study that has used the only existing multi-level attentional task did not find 
any modulation in the activity of the visual areas either (Jovicich et al., 2001). However, 
further work will be needed to reveal whether these results truly show that activity within 
the visual areas does not change parametrically with attention, or it only shows the limits 
of the current tasks. 
Whether the SF preferences within the cortical regions change with attention or not 
is still under debate (Anton-Erxleben & Carrasco, 2013), and neuroimaging has not used 
before to explore this question. The results of my final experiment indicate that at least 
when the modulation of attentional states is manipulated by the NJP, such changes do not 
occur. Peaks and bandwidths of the estimated pSFTs across three attentional loads do not 
show significant differences in any of V1, V2, and V3 areas. The non-existence of such 
changes in pSFT parameters with NJP attentional load is not dependent on eccentricity; no 
changes are seen even when voxels are categorized into inner and outer banks, based on 
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their pRF eccentricities. It is worth noting though, that while the activity of early visual 
areas were not modulated with the attentional load here, manipulating the attentional task 
in a different way that engages visual areas more strongly may change these results.   
 
5.2 Future directions  
The proposed generative model-based method enabled me to estimate characteristics of SF 
tuning functions that had not been studied in human before. However, in using the model 
I have made a set of simplifying assumptions that can be improved in future work. First, 
the assumption of all voxels within the visual areas acting as band-pass filters may not be 
100% valid. Although current literature suggests that within most spatial frequency 
regimes, this assumption is reasonably accurate, modeling the voxel-wise pSFT with a 
combination of different filter types would be a potentially fruitful follow up to this study. 
It would be interesting to know to what degree elaborating on the model improves the 
estimation further, and also have a quantitative assessment of the percentage and 
retinotopic location of the voxels that diverge from this assumption. Moreover, I have 
assessed the retinotopic biases in the SF preferences and have made some observations that 
fit the reported biases in the literature; however, there are some inconsistencies regarding 
the biases in the left vs. right hemi field. Pairing this pSFT estimation with more 
psychophysical experiments that can determine how the SF distribution is associated with 
the SF perception in behavioral experiments would be beneficial in clearing this ambiguity.  
In the NJP experiment, I did not find any parametric modulations of the activity 
with attentional load within the visual areas. Three possible causes of such results can be 
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tested in future work. One, the increase in the activity of the cortical area associated with 
attended region when NJP proportion increases from 10% to 30% is rather large, compared 
to the magnitude of other changes. But this is exactly the range of proportion that I did not 
sample in my experiment. Repeating the experiment with more proportions within this 
range would help determine if the modulation was simply not observed because of 
oversaturation, or if the task simply does not cause any changes. Second, I have used red 
and blue rectangles in the experiment, but using gray scale instead of colorful objects might 
increase the load of their processing in lower visual areas and modulate the activity in these 
regions more strongly. Third, using a concomitant task in the periphery like detecting a 
luminance change in the periphery instead of only requiring the subjects to do the NJP at 
the center may increase the attention subjects have to pay to the distracting periphery and 
result in modulations in this area. These changes may be applied to the last experiment as 
well. A variation of the last experiment in which subjects are required to detect a change 
in the peripheral stimulus, for example a change in the frequency of it, may affect how NJP 
attentional load affects the SF tunings. This is a route that is worth pursuing in the future.  
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